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Abstract 
Topographically Induced Internal Waves and 
Enhanced Vertical Mixing in an Estuary 
by 
Darrell Richard Mewk Sturley 
Stratified tidal flow over topographic features has often been thought to give 
rise to enhanced vertical mixing in estuaries. So far no estimates have been 
made of the transfer of energy from the barotropic tide to internal waves, 
and subsequently to increased potential energy of the water column. 
Observations have been made over a topographic depression at Cargreen 
in the Tamar Estuary. This work shows clearly the formation and evolution 
mechanisms for internal waves on the thermocline, on a neap and a spring 
tide. On a neap tide an internal wave fornned as a nonlinear response to the 
tidal flow. It subsequently dissipated its energy to mixing through turbu-
lence due to enhanced shear across the thermocline. On the spring tide the 
internal wave broke in situ in the form of a hydraulic jump. Estimates of the 
energy transfers are in excellent agreement with studies on the continental 
shelf edge, and in laboratory experiments of wave breaking, and are the first 
of their kind for estuaries. 
A nonlinear, hydrostatic, two-layer numerical model of the flow has been 
applied to the Cargreen topography, for the neap and spring tide observa-
tions. The model predicts the maximum wave heights and energies weU, but 
fails to reproduce the more subtle details of the thermocline response. 
Other observations of the flow at Cargreen are put into a conceptual 
framework based on an internal Froude nunnber, Fi, and it is indicated that 
Fi = 2 to 3 is appropriate for internal wave/hydraulic jump transitions at 
Cargreen. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation for this research 
As more extensive exploitation is made of the marine enviroiunent, the need 
to understand the factors governing the driving processes necessarily be-
comes greater. Estuziries play an important role in that they interface rivers 
and oceans, and are host to a whole range of human activities (e.g. recre-
ation, fishing, dredging, shipping, industry, and waste disposal). Conse-
quently human influence on estuaries may have impUcations for the water 
quality and biologiced health of the whole marine system. 
An imderstcinding of estuarine circulation, mixing and flushing are es-
senticd if we are to exploit, manage asid monitor the aquatic environment 
without degrading it. Mixing in estuaries is only partially understood, and 
mostly in terms of its grossly averaged behaviour. The role of transitional 
phenomena in stratified estuaries is one of the many important yet unexcim-
ined and unquantified processes in oceanography today. Studies from other 
parts of the marine environment (e.g. Qords and the continental shelf edge), 
have indicated that stratified tidal flow over topography may provide an 
important intermittent contribution to the vertical turbulent Scilt flux. The 
work presented in this thesis is an attempt to understand and quantify the 
role of some these transitional phenomena in a partiadly stratified estuziry. 
Transitioned phenomena seem to pervade all stratified fluids and study of 
them in estuaries may shed light on their behaviour in less accessible fluids. 
As Imberger (1987) succinctly points out 
. . . even at the single-process level, much remains to be learned 
about the generation, mziintenance and collapse of turbident mo-
tions in a stratified shezir flow. Estimation of the total or net 
mixing processes, seems to have received essentially no attention 
even though it is the norm in nature . . . a careful experiment 
in a well-defined coastal environment may be scientifically much 
more rewcirding them the open oceaui experiments generzilly urged 
upon us by the funding agencies. 
The TamcU' is a unique and interesting example of a partiedly stratified 
estuary. Its size, stratification, tidal range, topography and location make 
it ideal for this kind of study. Preliminciry studies by New & Dyer (1987b) 
indicated that the bed depression at Cargreen was a site for the generation 
of internal waves and mixing. For a first study this is cin ideal and convenient 
site. It is hoped that others wiU be examined, and that some of the results 
obtained can be generalised to other topographic features. 
The approach that was adopted for this research, was to consider the 
energetics of the mixing arising from internal wave activity. Estimates of 
the energy transfer, amd the rate of the transfer, from larger scale motions 
to smaller scales, is the most useful cind rewarding information to be gained 
from this study. 
It is hoped that an increased understanding, leading from this work, 
will help oceanographers to parameterise small-scale processes in models of 
estuziry and ocean circulation. 
1.2 Outline of thesis structure 
This introduction and the literature review are intended to inform the reader 
why this work is important and what other workers have found. Chapter 3, 
on survey methods, describes where, how, when and under what conditions 
the observations were made. Chapters 4,5 and 6 describe the hydrodynamic 
behaviour possible at Cargreen - at neap cind spring tides, and under a vari-
ety of other conditions. Chapters 7 and 8 describe the model, and are split 
into theory and application of the model to the observations. The discussion 
draws together the observations, modelling, theory and the pubUshed litera-
ture, to show that internal waves and mixing are more important in estuaries 
than we have so far assumed, and may be large intermittent contributors to 
the vertical turbulent salt flux. 
1.3 The wider project 
The observations presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are comprised mostly of 
echograms and thermal maps. The thermal maps are extremely rich in 
detail, and a thorough discussion of these will be left to future papers. 
These maps were only possible because of the development of the Estuarine 
Thermistor Spar. It was reaHsed early in the research project that, for 
accurate estimates of potential energy to be made, the detailed information 
required on vertical density distribution in the Taunar, could not be acquired 
by existing instrumentation. (A similar instrument to the Spzir was built by 
10S Deacon Laboratory, but was lost in the north east Atlantic in a storm 
in 1987/1988). The period from March 1988 to April 1989 was spent by the 
author developing and testing the Spar. The Spar construction accounts 
for a lairge fraction of the total time and effort spent towards achieving the 
results presented here. The Spar detail is described in Sturley & Dyer (1990) 
(Appendix 1). 
Chapter 2 
A literature review 
This chapter consists of a brief review of relevant literature on internal tides 
and waves, and subsequent mixing, produced by stratified tidal flow over 
topography. The following sections, describing internal wave observations, 
are ordered according to the scale of motion being considered. The conti-
nentcil shelf edge and shelf topography sections describe much larger scale 
motions than normally found in estuaries. These are included because the 
fluid dynaimics are essentially the same. A final section is included which 
briefly discusses estuarine circulation and mixing, and describes a potential 
role for internal waves. The author would like to recommend the timely 
review by Huthnance (1989). It is an excellent introduction to this subject. 
2.1 The continental shelf edge 
In recent yeeurs considerable attention has been pedd to the formation of 
internal tides and intemad waves near the continental shelf edge. Their po-
Table 2.1: Internal wave energy dissipation rates. 
Source 
Osbom & Burch (1980) 
Huthnance (1981) 
Sandstrom & EUiott (1984) 
HoUoway (1987) 
Sherwin (1988) 
Sandstrom et al. (1989) 
Rate of dissipation 
~ 3 X 10-2V7m-2 
- lo-nvm-'^ 
~ 5 X 10-2V7m-2 
~ 3 X lO-Hym-2 
lO-^Vm-'^ 
8 X lO-^Wm-^ 
tenticd for locally enhaincing currents and bottom stirring, moving sediment, 
carrying nutrients, heat and energy, and causing vigorous vertical mixing, 
sometimes hundreds of kilometres from their source, have all attracted in-
terest. 
The energy transferred to internal waves from the barotropic tide, and 
the energy transferred from internal waves to increased potential energy of 
the water column, through mixing, are most relevant to this thesis. Baines 
(1982) has estimated a loss to internal tides of 1.45 X 10^°W for the principal 
semidiurnal constituent M2, less than 1% of the total (i.e. global) M2 tidal 
dissipation, ~ 2 X lO^^PV (Lambeck, 1988). Locally the percentage transfer 
may be an order of magnitude higher. Fu & Holt (1984) estimated that the 
loss of tided energy to internal tides was less than 10% of the dissipation in 
the Gulf of California. 
The total dissipation and subsequent mixing induced by internal tides 
may be relatively small, but its distribution can be highly localised (in time 
and space), emd may in some cases compeU'e with, or exceed, bottom dissi-
pation by strong tidal currents (Huthnance, 1981; Sherwin, 1988). 
Table 2.1 shows a selection of estimates of the rate of energy dissipation 
of intemad tides and waves. These dissipation rates may be highly localised 
in time (e.g. Osbom & Burch, 1980: dissipation takes place over 10 minutes 
in a hoJf-tidal cycle), or in space (e.g. Sandstrom & Elliott, 1984: dissipa-
tion takes place over a distance of 10km). HoUigsm et al. (1985) and Thorpe 
(1987b) provide evidence that dissipation emd mixing may take place remote 
from the generation site. Even though internal tide formation and dissipa-
tion may ordy occupy a small portion of the tided cycle the intermittent 
contribution to local mixing is large. 
Local vertical mixing near the shelf edge due to internal waves, although 
poorly quantified, has been shown to be important in supplying nutrients 
into the euphotic zone, thus increasing productivity (e.g. Pingree et al., 
1982). New (1988) has applied cm internal tide generation model to the 
Celtic Sea shelf edge, and shown specific areas where the Richardson num-
ber falls below its criticad value, for spring tides and sununer stratification. 
One conclusion is that there is scope for mixing in the thermocline through 
instabilities and overturrung. Maze (1987) also noted the possibility of a 
neap-spring modulation in the mixing. HoUoway (1988) estabUshed a clima-
tology in stratification and interned tide activity on the Australian N. W. 
shelf edge. For a fuller description of internal tide amd wave activity, and 
associated mixing, the reader is again referred to Huthnance (1989). 
2.2 Shelf topography 
Perhaps the most studied topographic feature on the shelf is Stellwagen Bank 
in Massachusetts Bay (e.g. observations: Halpern, 1971a, 1971b; Haury 
et al., 1979, 1983; Chereskin, 1983; and theory: Lee & Beardsley, 1974; 
Maxworthy, 1979; Hibiya, 1986, 1988). The internal waves produced by 
stratified tidal flow over this feature have shown potential for enhancing 
primary productivity. 
Flow in straits has also received attention (e.g. Ziegenbein, 1969; Gar-
gett, 1976). Hotchkiss & VVunsch (1982) examined the behaviour of the 
internal tide in Hudson Canyon, and found that internal wave energy ap-
peared to mostly dissipate near the head of the canyon during landward 
propagation. 
There are very few quantitative results, in evidence in the literature, on 
energy dissipation rates and transfer of energy to mixing, for internal tides 
produced on the shelf. 
2.3 Fjords 
The literature contauns many accounts of internal waves and hydraulic jumps 
caused by tidal flow over siUs in the mouths of fjords (e.g. Stigebreindt, 1976; 
Blackford, 1978; Farmer & Smith, 1980; Farmer, 1983; Farmer & Freeland, 
1983; Blackford, 1984; Stacey, 1984, 1985; Farmer & Denton, 1985). 
Freeland & Fanner (1980), Stacey (1984) and Stigebrandt & Aure (1989) 
have observed, in different fjords, that a substantial, amd seasonally variable, 
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proportion of the barotropic tidal energy is withdrawn by the internal tide. 
E.g. Stigebrandt & Aure estimate that 60% to 85% of the barotropic tidal 
energy is accounted for by the interned tide in some fjords. 
Stacey (1985) suggests that the tidally forced nonlinear sill processes, 
(hydraulic jumps etc.) that occur in Knight Inlet, are usually energetically 
of less importance than the internal tide. 
Data from a large number of fjords on the Norwegian west coast is pre-
sented by Stigebrcuidt & Aure (1989). They separate their Qords into two 
categories: (i) those with internal tides predominantly generated at the 
mouths, and (ii) those with tidal jets at the mouths. They found that in 
the internal tide fjords, the efficiency of conversion of the barotropic tidal 
energy flux to vertical mixing in the water column, was about 5.6%. In 
fjords dominated by jets at the mouth the same efficiency is less than 1%. 
These estimates confirm the importance of internal wave induced mixing in 
fjord circulation. 
2.4 Estuaries 
Intense mixing events, which have been believed to be caused by phenomena 
such as hydraulic jumps and intemail waves, have been reported by e.g. 
Gardner & Smith (1978), Partch & Smith (1978), Partch (1981), and New 
et al., 1986, 1987. Direct observations of the interaction of stratified tided 
flows with topography in estuaries, have been rare (e.g. Gardner, 1984; Dyer 
& New, 1986; New & Dyer, 1987b; Pietrzak, 1990). 
Gardner & Smith (1978) and Partch & Smith (1978) have shown that 
intense mixing events in the Duwamish Estuary, believed to be triggered by 
internal hydraulic jumps, have resulted in an erosion of the bottom homo-
geneous layer, a thickening of the pycnocline cuid an injection of turbulent 
fluid into the upper mixed layer. Partch & Smith (1978) postulated that 
the internal hydraulic jump was caused by the breaking of an internal wave, 
(produced by flow over topography), unable to travel upstream against the 
mciximum ebb stresmi. They conclude that intense mixing by this mecha-
nism is highly time dependent, and occurs at times when the flow approaches 
critical conditions. Large mixing events resulted in patches of mixed water 
over ikm long. The intense mixing periods described occupied 20% of the 
time in the tidal cycle, but accounted for 50% of the vertical turbulent salt 
flux. Thus Gardner & Snuth (1978) and Partch & Smith (1978) highlighted 
a potentially important intermittent mixing mechanism in the Duwamish, 
but they did not attempt to relate potential energy gained through mixing 
to internzil wave energy, or barotropic tidal energy. 
Dyer & New (1986) show echograms of internal wave formation over 
topography in the Tees Estuary and the Test Estuary. In the Test, internal 
waves formed over a sharp step, much like the shelf edge. Observations made 
on a spring tide show that a wave grew in the increasing ebb stream, but 
eventually broke in the form of an overturning rotor. Observations made on 
a neap tide show that a wave formed in a similar maimer, but progressed 
upstream in the slau:kening flow, evolved into soUtary waves and eventually 
broke, away from the generation site. These authors provide no quantitative 
10 
analysis at all. 
2.5 Models 
Meiny laboratory models of stratified tidzil flow over obstacles have been 
developed, notably those of Lee & Beardsley (1974), Maxworthy (1979), 
and Lansing & Maxworthy (1984). The results of these are summarised in 
Chapter 4, and provide a conceptual model. 
There are also many analyticad and numerical models of the generation 
of interned tides and waves over topography. The different approaches have 
been described by Huthnance (1989) as: (i) vertical structure models, (ii) 2 
and 3-layered nonlineaw models, (iii) calculations of the characteristics of the 
hyperbolic equation and (iv) full numerical models of reaUstic topography 
and stratification. 
The layered models probably provide the most suitable analogue to the 
stratified estucirine environment (e.g. Lee & Su, 1977; Pingree et al., 1983; 
VVilmott & Edwards, 1987; Maze, 1987). These models predict on-shelf and 
off-shelf propagating interned tides and current surges, which are in good 
agreement with observations at the Celtic Sea shelf edge and in Knight 
Inlet. 
Pingree et al. (1983) and Wilmott & Edwards (1987) models are based 
on the nonlinear long wave equations. These contciin no dispersion and the 
nordinear effects are balanced by diffusive attenuation. Thus in their model 
results, effects such as wave breaking, soliton fission and dispersion are not 
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observed. The idealised on-shelf response, of the modelled thermocline, is a 
bore-like propagation. This type of model has so far only been applied to 
the shelf edge and a large inlet. The applicability of this kind of model to 
the estuarine environment has not yet been tested. 
2.6 Estuarine circulation and mixing 
Overedl mixing and dispersion in estuaries has been discussed extensively 
(e.g. Dyer, 1973; McDowell & O'Connor, 1977; Fischer et al., 1979; Nihoul, 
1978; van de Kreeke, 1986; Wolfe, 1986; Nihoul & Jamart, 1987). In the 
past this discussion has been in terms of averaged quantities. The many ob-
servations in estuaries have reflected this expedient approach, but a growing 
awareness of its limitations has led to the need to re-examine circulation, as 
a collection of many temporally and spatially varying processes. 
Estuaries . . . are dominated by their boundary conditions 
which are highly and erratically variable in space and time. Yet 
much of the theory and description of estuarine systems has been 
given in terms of gross space and time averages. Although such 
theories have provided a useful basis for academic and practical 
work, their inadequacies are now apparent, especiadly when we 
wish to relate the dynamics of physical, chemical and biological 
processes (NERC, 1983). 
The mechanisms which produce the vertical turbulent salt flux cire per-
haps the most important processes in an estuary, and often the least un-
derstood. The degree to which an estueiry is vertically stratified, and the 
temporal cind spatial variations in this stratification, determine in turn the 
distribution of biologicjil and chemical species. The flushing characteristics 
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of an estuary are a product of individual mixing events, and yet are still 
evaluated on the basis of averaged quantities. 
Although circulation and mixing in an estuary can be mostly understood, 
and quantified to first order, by averaged properties, the second order effects 
are poorly understood and often neglected. In the case of intense mixing 
periods, these "second order effects" can become temporarily of first order 
importance, for part or the whole of an estuary. 
Specific mechanisms which trigger turbulence and vertical mixing can 
be categorised as either internal or external (Abraham, 1980). Externally 
generated mixing results from large shears, primarily arising from the inter-
action of tidal velocities with estuary bedforms. Internally generated mixing 
is a product of shear created by motions within the water column. Of most 
interest is mixing within and across density (salt) gradients. The mecha-
nisms which generate a verticcd transport of salt through turbulent fluxes 
are well defined, but often poorly quantified. 
Intermittent, but large, contributors to the verticaJ salt flux have been 
especially hard to quantify. In well mixed estuaries bottom generated shear 
predominates. In highly stratified estuaries turbulence is primarily gener-
ated at the density interface(s). In partially stratified estuaries external 
and interned generation of turbulence, and mixing, may be equally impor-
tant. The Tamau: Estuary, for example, is nominally of the peirtiaUy mixed 
type, but undergoes large changes in stratification in the upper and middle 
reaches, which cire modulated by runoff and the spring-neap cycle (authors 
observations). This behaviour is not unique to the Tamar (e.g. Haas, 1977; 
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Table 2.2: Estimates of the efficiency of conversion of internal wave energy 
to increased potential energy in the water column. 
m i SourcT 
;| 0.25 i Koop(l976) R, = 0.043 
I 0.01 I Koop(l976) Ri = 0.2 
II 0.212 to 0.265 I Thorpe( i973) 
'I 0.25 I Thompson(l980) /2i = 0.25 
'A 0.26 ± 0 . 0 6 j McEwan(L983a, 1983b) 
Griffin & Leblond, 1990). Thus , during the neap-spring cycle, and season-
ally, the relative contributions from internal and external mi.xing might vary 
considerablv for this type of estuary. 
The presence of internal waves may locally enhance shear in stratified 
estuaries, leading to the possibility of increased turbulent diffusion, or lo-
cal overturning. Internal wave breaking also provides a potential source of 
energy for localised mixing. There have been many studies on the impor-
tance of internal wave breaking, and internal wave enhanced shear, in the 
ocean and in laboratory experiments (e.g. Thorpe, 1975; Osborn, 1980; 
Thompson, 1980; McEwan, 1983a, 1983b; Thorpe, 1987a). From such stud-
ies estimates have been made (jf the efficiency of conversion of internal wave 
energy to increased potential energy, y ^ . in stratified fluids, through tur-
bulent mixing caused by wave breaking or dissipation. Table 2.2 summarises 
some of these results. One of the conclusions from these studies is that x ^ 
is highly sensitive to the Richardson number, Ri, 
p6z bz 
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and is largely dependent on the specific breaking or dissipation mechanism, 
but a value of ^ ^ ^ in the range 0.1 to 0.25 has often been adopted for 
practical purposes. Est imates of ^ ^ g from the environment are required to 
validate and improve these est imates. Because of the large energy densities 
associated with internal waves, even a value of ^ ^ = 0 . 1 suggests tha t 
wave breaking and dissipation might be an impor tan t source of potential 
energy. 
The extent to which internal waves, produced by stratified tidal flow 
over topography, will be impor tant t(3 any individual estuary will depend in 
turn on the degree of stratification, the tidal range and the bed topography 
itself, (e.g. the Tamar is a partially stratified macro-tidal estuary, with many 
pits and ridges in its bed, suitable for the formation of internal lee waves). 
For overall estuarine circulation, the contributions to the vertical turbulent 
salt flux from individual wave events, generated by topographic features, 
have to be quantified and superimposed, to get a clear idea of the overall 
importance of this phenomenon. This remains one of the unsolved problems 
in oceanography. 
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Chapter 3 
The Cargreen site and 
survey methods 
3.1 The Cargreen site 
The Tamar Estuary is nominally a partially mixed estuary whose physical 
behaviour is relatively well understood (e.g. Uncles et al, 1985; George, 1975; 
George, 1979). Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show the geographical position 
of the Tamar and the position of Cargreen in relation to the whole estuary 
including bathymetry. Cargreen is situated some 20km down estuary from 
the tidal limit at Weir Head and approximately lOkm from the mouth where 
the Hcimoaze meets Plymouth Sound. The depression in the estuary bed 
at Ccirgreen is situated on a constriction of the river by land that juts out 
from the Cornish side. The main charmel at Cargreen is fairly straight for 
at least one kilometre both leindwMd and seaward. At 1.5A;m seaward from 
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Figure 3.1: The position of the Tamar Estuary in relation to the South 
West of Britaun. The Tamar forms a natural boundary between Devon and 
Cornwall. 
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Figure 3.2: The position of the Cargreen site in relation to the Tamar Es-
tuary. 
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Figure 3.3: The bathymetry at Cargreen which forms the depression in 
the estuary bed. The position marked "45" indicates where the Culerian 
measurements were taken. 
Table 3 1 : Tidal information relevant to Cargreen (George, 1979) & in paren-
theses Devonport (Admiral ty Tide Tables, 1990). 
Tide 
i MHWS 
1 MHWN 
i MLWN 
1 MLWS 
Tide height 
(Chart Datum) 
5.6m (5.5m) 
4.5m (4.4m) 
2.2m (2.2m) 
0.7m (0.8m) 
Depth of water 
over depression 
11.6m 
10.5m 
8.2m 
6.7m 
Mean Spring range 
Mean Neap range 
Depth of water 
outside of depression 
6.6m 
5.5m 
3.2m 
1.7m 
4.9m (4.7m) 
2.3m (2.2m) 
1 
1 
J 
Cargreen the Tamar is joined by the Tavy and 3km landward the Tamar 
bends in a 180° incised meander at Hole's Hole. The ba thymet ry of the 
depression at Cargreen consists of ragged elUpses, which describe a long deep 
groove in the main estuary channel. On either side of the main channel are 
tidal mud flats. The centre of the depression is 6m deep, referred to Chart 
Da tum (approximately the level of Lowest Astronomical Tide) , while the 
bed landward and seaward of the depression is consistently flat at around 
Im below C D . 
The tidal information for Cargreen is presented in table 3.1 (George, 
1979). The data for Devonport is displayed in parentheses (Admiral ty Tide 
Tables, 1990). Devonport is lOfcm seaward of Cargreen. 
The tidal stream, in this region of the estuary, can reach over Ims"^ on 
spring tides in the top few metres of the water column (the author ' s obser-
vations). Together these factors make for very interesting hydrodynamics 
but very difficult boat work. 
Although the Tamar Estuary is nominally partially mixed its density 
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profile at Cargreen may range from well mixed to highly stratified. This is 
determined by the Tamar's highly variable fresh water input, tidal phase, 
wind strength, and hydrodyneimics. 
3.2 Survey methods 
Early attempts to measure internal wave activity at Cargreen centred around 
making combinations of Euleriah and kinematic observations on a falling 
tide, mostly at neaps. It was early established that flood streams and spring 
tides were often too vigorous for the reliable formation of internal waves, 
and tended to give rise to either hydraulic jump conditions, or a well mixed 
stratification upstream of the depression, which precluded the possibility of 
topographically induced waves and mixing. 
The Eulerian observations consisted of making vertical temperature and 
salinity profiles with a T-S bridge and tided stream measurements with a 
current meter, on the upstream slope of the depression. These measurements 
represent the upstream, or approach, conditions for internal wave formation, 
and were obtained from a small launch moored at Cargreen Yacht Club buoy 
"45" (see figure 3.3). Measurements were taken at about 20 minute intervals 
at 0.5m or Im vertical spacing. 
The first kinematic observations consisted of making axiail transects of 
the estucu-y in another launch using a 200kHz echosounder. The resulting 
echograms identified mid-water backscatter events and provided a virtual 
"snapshot" of the water column at short intervals. These sets of obser-
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vations, however fascinating in their detail, were too incomplete to make 
energy or mixing estimates. One problem was that the backscatter events 
on the echograms may have been due to a variety of causes, not just the 
presence of a density gradient. The Eulerian measurements tended to sup-
port the hypothesis that the dark return lines on the echograms were the 
pycnocline (present as both a halocline and a thermocline), but there were 
ambiguities. Also the relatively long separation between Eulerian measure-
ments meant that short lived mixing patches may have escaped detection. 
The current meter and the T-S bridge axe instruments which can meastire 
only with some subjectivity. The instruments have to be balanced by hand 
and eye in a variable field which may fluctuate wildly in time and space. 
The Estuarine Thermistor Spar was developed to remove these problems. 
This instrument is capable of making temperature measurements at 25cm 
vertical separation, at lOHz, in the top 4m of the water column, with a 
resolution of 0.005°C. Together with echosounding this allows one to exam-
ine the surface waters in fine detail. The finad survey method comprised a 
combination of Eulerian observations from "45" and kinematic observations 
using the echosounder and Spax. The launch RV Catfish of the Institute of 
Marine Studies at Polytechnic South West was used to deploy these last two 
instruments. 
Axial trzinsects of the estuary were made in RV Catfish along a trot of 
buoys used for yacht moorings. The transects were at most Ikm in length 
and the position of RV Catfish at various points was "fixed" using the yacht 
buoys and landmarks. The time of fix was eilso noted. A shore based survey 
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Table 3.2: The distances between the landmarks and buoys used for position 
fixing. 
Portion of 
Transect 
BLQ - LQ 
LQ - BR 
B R - GP 
GP - 45 
4 5 - VI 
VI - SW 
SW - WP 
VVP - CH 
. CH - VA 
Distance 
in metres 
I34m 
87m 
46771 
59m 
78m 
27m 
70m 
59m 
144m 
was conducted after the field work to calculate the distances between the 
buoys and landmau'ks. This was performed using a theodolite and electronic 
distance measuring (infra red) equipment, locating the positions to within 
±3m. Table 3.2 shows the distances between the fixes. 
Figure 3.4 shows the bathymetry at Cargreen schematically. The posi-
tions of some of the fixes are indicated. 
The axial surveys were limited in extent spatially by water depth being 
less than the Spar length (4m). When necessary the Speu* was raised from 
the water to deploy only 2m or 3m of its length. This meant that the 
water over the depression was never examined right down to the bed. The 
thermocline, when present, sometimes went below the bottom sensor of the 
Spar and was lost from the data. 
The surveys cdl started at slack water, or soon after, and continued until 
the following slack water, and for an hour or two longer when possible. The 
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Figure 3.4: A schematic diagram of the bathymetry at Cargreen, showing 
the relative positions of the buoys and Izuidmau-ks used to "fix" the position 
of RV Catfish in the longitudinal transects. 
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numerical model and early siirveys showed that the ebb stream was the 
most interesting time, and that wave and mixing structures could linger for 
a short while at the beginning of the flood streami. 
Due to constrsunts such as weather, lack of daylight in winter (the time 
of year with the largest runoff, and hence enhanced stratification), and the 
logistics of working at Cargreen with two launches and crew, it was not 
possible to survey for longer than about 7 or 8 hours continuously. 
3.2.1 T-S Bridge 
The instrument used was an MC-5 in-situ temperature and salinity bridge 
(Electronic Switch Gear Ltd.). The saUnity is measured by balancing the 
resistance (or conductivity) of the water in a Wheatstone bridge. The tem-
perature is obtained by balancing the resistance of a semiconductor ther-
mistor in the Seiine device. The bridge measures salinity to an accuracy of 
±0.1ppt and the temperature to ±0.l''C. 
Depth was calculated from wire length out and angle. A typical error in 
the estimation of depth might be 5—10% between metre marks (or 20-40cm 
overall). 
3.2.2 Current Meter 
The direct reading current meter, NBA model DNC-3, measures and displays 
current velocity in the range 0 - 2.5Tns~^ with an accuracy of ±2% and 
direction in the range 0 — 360" (magnetic) with an accuracy of ±10". This 
impeller type current meter has a typiccd stall speed of a few cms'^. 
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3.2.3 Echosounder 
The echosounder was a Raytheon DE-719B Portable Precision Survey Type 
Fathometer. The instrument provides a detailed recording in up to 60m 
of water depth. The transducer is an 8" (wide beam) angle type and was 
mounted in the hull of RV Catfish. The depth range was set to 0 — 16.5m 
and the echogram paper speed at 2.5cm per minute. The temporal scale on 
the echograms is then approximately lOcm = 240s. Small indentations are 
also present on the echograms at one minute intervals. The echogram paper 
is lined horizontally. These lines indicate a 0.5m spacing in the vertical. 
3.3 Estuarine Thermistor Spar 
The Estuarine Thermistor Spar was designed and built for the purpose of 
making fine temperature measurements in the top few metres of the wa-
ter column with small vertical resolution and with fast time response. As 
temperature and sahnity can be well correlated in the Tamar Estuary over 
periods of a few hours it was thought that one could infer salinity from other 
measurements made in conjunction with the Spar. The problem of detect-
ing internaJ waves and subsequent mixing required an instrument capable of 
this performamce. During the period between November 1987 and February 
1989 the Spar was conceived, constructed, tested and made fit for use. The 
design characteristics are presented in Sturley & Dyer (1990) (see Appendix 
I). The Spar's performance is summarised in table 3.3. 
Because of low runoff during the summer of 1989 there was insufficient 
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Table 3.3: The performance characteristics of the Estuarine Thermistor 
Speir. 
Characteristic 
Working temperature range 
Temperature resolution 
Temperature accuracy 
Maximum depth of bottom sensor 
Minimum depth of top sensor 
Number of sensors 
Vertical separation of sensors 
Sampling rate 
Anti-alieising filter 
Total Spar length 
A to D conversion 
Size of data samples 
Performance 
0 - 20.48''C 
Theoretically, > 0.005''C 
< 0.1°C 
3.75m 
0.05m 
15 thermistors and 1 dummy 
0.25 m 
lOHz 
Nyquist frequency 5Hz 
2nd order roU off 
6m (4m in water) 
12 bits (0 - 4095) 
Virtually any size but typically 
4096,6144,8096,..., per sensor 
stored as a block 
stratification for use of the Spar until November of that year. The Tamair 
river flow for the period of interest is depicted in figure 3.5 with the dates 
of the two most extensive surveys (6 November 1989, 15 November 1989) 
indicated. 
3.4 Survey dates 
There have been 12 surveys at Ccirgreen overall. The early surveys consisted 
of echosounding and Euleriaui measurements, and the later ones included 
the deployment of the Spar. Table 3.4 shows the dates, tides, equipment 
deployed and which phenomena, if any, were observed. 
Additional surveys were performed at an alternative depression in the 
Tzimar bed which was thought to be a promising site for the generation of 
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Figure 3.5: River flow data for the Tamar (Gunnislake) from September to 
November, 1989 (Courtesy of the National Rivers Authority, South West 
Region). 
Table 3.4: A summary of the surveys conducted at Cargreen. 
Date 
1/10/87 
16/11/87 
30/11/87 
14/12/87 
15/1/88 
26/2/88 
15/6/88 
17/10/88 
17/4/89 
19/4/89 
6/11/89 
15/11/89 
Tide 
Neaps 
Ebb stream 
Neaps 
Ebb stream 
Neaps, Ebb and 
Flood stream 
Neaps 
Ebb stream 
Neaps 
Ebb stream 
Springs 
Ebb stream 
Neaps 
Ebb stream 
Springs 
Ebb stream 
Equipment deployed 
Echosounder 
T-S Bridge 
Echosounder 
T-S Bridge 
Current meter 
Echosounder 
T-S Bridge 
2 Self-recording 
Current meters 
Echosounder 
T-S Bridge 
Current meter 
Spar 
Observations 
No stratification 
No waves 
Strong stratification 
(2 layers) 
Large group of small 
amplitude internal waves 
Moderate stratification 
(2 layers) 
with a thick thermocline 
Lee wave and smaller 
internal waves 
Weak stratification and 
a few internal waves 
Strong stratification 
Lee wave 
Weakly stratified at surface 
Lee wave 
No stratification 
No waves 
Strong stratification 
Lee wave and evolution 
into solitary 
internal waves 
Weak stratification 
No waves 
Weak stratification 
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows 
on interface at low tide 
Strong stratification 
Lee wave and mixing 
Moderate stratification 
Collapsed lee wave 
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Table 3.5: A summary of the surveys performed at Beggar's Island in the 
mouth of the River Lynher. 
Date 
15/12/87 
12/2/88 
31/10/89 
Tide 
Neaps 
Flood stream 
Neaps 
Ebb stream 
Springs 
Flood stream 
Equipment deployed 
Echosounder 
Echosounder 
T-S Bridge 
Current meter 
Echosounder 
T-S Bridge 
Current meter 
Spar 
Observations 
Strong stratification 
Lee wave and 
internal waves 
Moderate stratification 
A few internal waves 
Moderate stratification 
Internal waves 
internal waves and mixing. This site is at Beggar's Island in the mouth of 
the River Lynher, a tributary of the Tamar, which joins the Hamoaze near 
Devonport. The behaviour at this site may be useful for comparison with 
that at Cargreen in future studies. These surveys are similarly sununarised 
in table 3.5. 
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Chapter 4 
Observations of an internal 
wave during a neap tide 
This chapter describes a conceptual model of stratified tidal flow over to-
pography and a set of observations made in the Tamar at Cargreen on 6 
November 1989. The data sets, collected by different means, are discussed 
qualitatively in separate sections, and then combined quantitatively in the 
last section. The data consists of Eulerian measurements of saUnity, tem-
perature, current velocity and direction, at station "45", and echosoundings 
and Spar data collected on longitudinal transects. The observations show 
the formation of an internal wave by interaction of the tided ebb stream with 
the topographic depression. The wave evolved with the varying streaim, and 
intense shezir across the thermocline at the seaward end of the wave resulted 
in vigorous vertical mixing. Estimates are made of the energies in the wave 
cind mixing. 
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4.1 The Maxworthy (1979) model 
A conceptual model of lee wave formation has been derived from Maxwor-
thy (1979) and Lee & Beardsley (1974), but is referred to in this thesis as 
the Maxworthy (1979) model. The model is described at the beginning of 
this chapter to aid the reader trying to 'visualise' this neap tide behaviour. 
Maxworthy's and Lee & Beardsley's main concern was the evolution of lee 
waves, formed from stratified tidal fl(5w over a submarine ridge, into soU-
tary waves. Maxworthy used a simple laboratory model to reproduce the 
tidal flow of a stratified fluid over a three-dimensional obstacle. The model 
results, the observations of Halpern ( I 9 7 l b ) . and the mathematical theory 
and laboratory experiments of Lee &: Beardsley, were combined in Maxwor-
thy's "Discussion". Maxworthy's analysis was for a topographic ridge and 
sinusoidal tidal flow, analogous to Stellwagen Bank in Massachusetts Bay, 
but the model is equally applicable to other topographic forms: 
As the ebb tide proceeds a lee wave field is built up behind 
the ridge by the supercritical flow at that location. The mag-
nitude of this depressed region, i.e., length, height, shape, de-
pends on many factors: the basic stratification, the magnitude 
and direction of the tidal current as a function of t ime, and the 
topographic shape. 
As the ebb tide slackens the depression that has developed 
a large phase velocity in order to remain stat ionary in the su-
percritical flow over the ridge now moves ups t ream against the 
tide. As this front propagates, and is also convected, away from 
the ridge it evolves into a series of sohtary waves the number 
and magni tude of which depend on the characteristics of the 
depression and the stratification. 
Equivalently, Lee & Beardsley proposed the following: 
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Our overall picture of the generation mechanism contains 
three distinct phases. Phase 1 is the formation of cin initial Wcirm 
front due to partial blocking of the stratified flow . . . Phase 2 is 
the nonlinear steepening of this internal front, euid Phase 3 is the 
formation of new waves due to the interplay of dispersion and 
nonlinesirity. 
Unlike Maxworthy, Lee & Beardsley stressed the importance of the non-
linear steepening of the wave in Phase 2 as an evolutionary process. In 
particular, the balance between nonlinear steepening and dispersion seems 
to govern the formation of new waves from the initial wave form in Phase 3. 
In the observations described in this chapter it is apparent that a lee 
wave formed over the landward slope of the Cargreen depression (Phase 
1), as described by Maxworthy and Lee & Beardsley. Nonlinear steepening 
seemed to play an important role in the waves evolution (Phase 2), but 
fission into solitary waves was not observed (Phase 3). 
These two descriptions, and the authors observations, can be combined 
into one conceptual model. The stages in this model are depicted schemati-
cally in figiire 4.1 (note that a bed depression is shown). In figure 4.1 (a),(b) 
and (c) depict the formation and growth of a lee wave over a bed depres-
sion in an accelerating stratified tided flow. After mjiximimi stream the lee 
wave, as Maxworthy proposed, propagates into the slackening ebb, (d),(e). 
In doing so it undergoes nonlinear steepening, as proposed by Lee & Beard-
sley, (d). Finally, as the tidad streaun slackens beyond some criticad value, 
if steepening and dispersive effects become comparable, fission into solitary 
waves may occur, (e),(f). 
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Figure 4.1: The steiges which form the conceptual model of lee wave for-
mation. (a),(b),(c) The wave grows over the landward slope of the bed 
depression in the accelerating tidal stream, (d) After maximum tide the 
wave steepens nonlineairly. (d),(e) The wave propagates into the slackening 
stream. (e),(f) The wave may hssion into sohtary waves through a balance 
between dispersion and nonlinear steepening. 
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Table 4.1: Predicted times of tides for Cargreen (and Devonport) on 6 
November 1989 (Admiralty Tide Tables, 1989). 
Slack Water 
High Water 
Low Water 
Time (GMT) 
09:59 (09:49) 
16:38 (16:18) 
Tide height above C D . 
4.7m (4.6Tn) 
2.1m (2.1m) 
4.2 Ancillary data 
The predicted tides for Cargreen and Devonport are shown in table 4.1 
(Admiralty Tide Tables, 1989). RV Bass was moored at position "45" (see 
figures 3.3 and 3.4) taking vertical profiles of temperature, saUnity, current 
velocity and direction, at twenty minute intervals from 11:20 to 15:40. The 
profiles are presented in figures 4.2 to 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows the magnitude 
of the depth averaged velocity, u. 
The saUnity and temperature profiles show that the estuary was stratified 
into two layers, separated by a region of strong gradient in temperature 
and salinity. This gradient weakened toward the end of the exercise as the 
thermocline, cind halocline, thickened vertically, and as less sahne and less 
stratified water was advected down the estuary. However, the mean layer 
density difference was around IGhgrn'"^ throughout the study period. 
The station "45" was Icindward (upstream) of the wave trough for most 
of the period, until the wave propagated Icindward in the latter stages. How-
ever, as figures 4.2 to 4.5 show, the profiles from "45" were stiU greatly 
influenced by the wave presence. The profiles show a change with time in 
the depth of both the thermocline and halocline, reflecting the formation 
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and evolution of a leewave. The echograms and thermal maps discussed 
later support this data from "45", showing the same changes in thermocline 
depth zind thickness. 
The velocity profiles show a similcir but more subtle effect. The ebb 
stream was already progressing at the start of the measurements (High Wa-
ter -I- 1:20), and at their conclusion (High Water + 5:40) was still strong. 
Figure 4.6, which depicts the magnitude of the depth averaged velocity, sug-
gests a long ebb strezim, perhaps up to 7 hours in duration, with a double 
peak in velocity. This behaviour is common in the middle and upper Tamar 
(George, 1975). 
Figure 4.4 shows the axial velocity component. The maximum seaward 
flow was at mid-depth at, or slightly above, the level of the thermocline. 
The level of this maiximum flow evolved in exactly the same way as shown 
by the T and S profiles. It was expected that the seaward flow would be 
enhanced in the upper layers of the water column. That it should so closely 
follow the thermocline is noteworthy. 
Figure 4.5 shows the cross-estuciry flow and its evolution during the exer-
cise. The figure indicates the velocity in the direction 90° to the local estuary 
axis (cJigned to 142° from chart North), with negative values showing flow 
toward the Devon bank and positive vzdues flow towzird the Cornish bank. 
The figure shows at times a strong treuisverse component to the flow in the 
upper layers with negligible transverse flow in the lower water column. The 
cross-estuary flow had its maucimum above the thermocline. The level at 
which the flow became zero coincided with the bottom of the thermocline, 
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and evolved with it in time. The two Eulerian velocity profiles together 
indicate a strong three dimensional flow associated with the growth and 
evolution of the wave. 
There are a number of possible explanations for the strong transverse 
flow in the upper layer, weak transverse flow below and the strong longitu-
dinal flow along the thermocline: 
• Station "45" was laindward of the deepest part of the bed depression 
and slightly to the Devon side of the main channel. It means that 
the wave trough was likely to have been mostly seaward of "45" and 
more westward, in the main channel. Also "45" was positioned over 
topography with isobaths which locally run across the estuary (see 
figures 3.3 and 3.4). 
• There is a slight bend in the estuary at Cargreen suggesting the pos-
sibility of a secondary circulation due to centipetal forces. 
• During the growth of the wave the flow at "45" was largely seaward 
with little cross-estuary flow. Assuming that cross-isotherm flow did 
not occur, as the wave grew to its maximum size and shape the flow 
through the wave structure would have been diverted along isotherm 
surfaces. This would mcike water approaching from above the ther-
mocline diverge horizontally over the depressed thermocline (there is 
a laige proportionad change in upper layer thickness) enhancing the 
transverse shezir, and perhaps producing a trauisverse flow. As the 
wave approached its maximvun size and later propagated upstream 
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past "45" the cross-estuary flow would have diminished as water no 
longer needed to divert along isotherm surfaces. 
The echograms and thermal maps do not show the full transverse struc-
ture of the wave. The velocity profiles, and the topography suggests that 
this wave must have considerable cross-estuary structure. 
Ccdculations of the gradient Richardson number (Pond & Pickard, 1983), 
poz oz 
from the profiles at "45" show that before 13:20 there was no indication that 
extensive mixing generated by shear driven overturning might be possible. 
Figure 4.7 depicts these results. After 13:20 the value of Ri is uniformly 
smcdl with depth (< 2) and was often close to or less than the traditionally 
accepted critical value 0.25. Basically the thermocline was stable until 13:20 
despite large shears. 
4.3 Echosounding data 
RV Catfish made axial transects of the estuary over the depression from 
11:18 to 16:45. The echosounder was left on for the whole period providing 
a near continuous record of acoustic backscatter. The echogrcims consist of 
seaweird euid landward transects interleaved. The seaward transects have 
genercilly shorter echograms because of the strong ebb streaun. 
Figures 4.8 to 4.21 show 14 of the echograms in a natural temporal 
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sequence start ing at 12:45 and finishing at 16:45. On the same pages are 
the synchronous Spar da ta contoured as isotherms. The thermal maps are 
discussed later in this chapter . Notice that the apparent bed shape changes, 
depending on which course was steered over the depression. 
The echograms depict the formation of a wave in the manner described 
by Maxworthy (1979), as a dis turbance of the thermocline in the lee of the 
landward slope of the depression. As the ebb stream slackened the wave was 
observed to progress slowly landward. At about 14:45, the appro.ximate time 
of maximum stream, but well after the onset of the period of low /?,, the 
tliermocline immediately to seaward of the wave thickened vertically, reduc-
ing the tempera ture gradient across it. This thickening increased with time, 
suggesting mixing in the thermocline, and the region affected spread land-
ward engulfing the wave trough itself. At 16:00, seaward of the wave trough, 
the upper 3m of the water column had become mixed, and a new thermocline 
had developed at 2.3m depth , about the level of the wave trough. 
The wave trough itself underwent a similar transition, s tar t ing as a well 
defined thermocline, which thickened gradually after 14:45. The echograms 
show large patches of backscatter below the thermocline, around the wave 
trough and seaward of it, which do not appear to be caused by Icirge tem-
perature gradients in the Spar da ta . These were evident in nearly all the 
echograjns but markedly so at 15:30 (figure 4.16), 16:00 (figure 4.18) and 
16:25 (figure 4.20) and it is suggested that these were due to the presence 
of tempera ture finestructure, below or in the thermocline. They coincide 
with regions where the isotherms in the Spar da t a diverge verticcdly. These 
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patches were not observed landward of the wave, or above the thermocline. 
There are also vertically aligned patches of strong backscatter which have 
a correspondence in the Speir data, and these are attributed to vigorous mix-
ing across the thermocline produced by the propellors of RV Catfish. These 
were caused at the ends of the transects, when turning. These patches do 
not obscure the temperature and backscatter structures of main interest, but 
are an indicator of the likely importance of vessel activity as a contributor 
to mixing in estuaries. 
4.4 Spar data 
During each transect made in RV Catfish the Estuarine Thermistor Spar 
collected temperature data. These data sets also alternate between transects 
collected in the seaward cind the landward directions. 
From the Eulerian observations it was possible to correlate T against 
S, and to regress linearly S on T showing the relationship between the two 
variables. The regression coefficients were used to infer salinity and hence 
density from the Spaur data using the Millero-Poisson equation (Pond & 
Pickard, 1983). Plots of S agciinst T show a strong linear relationship and 
the correlation coefficients were never below 0.99. 
From the raw data it has been possible to reconstruct the thermal field in 
the form of a map of isotherms, representing a longitudinal vertical section 
of the estuary. These maps are contained in figures 4.8 to 4.21, with the 
corresponding echograms, and are aimotated in the same way. The maps 
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show tempera ture increasing with depth, and have the isotherms plotted at 
0:1°C intervals. From these maps some general observations can be made; 
• The wave presence is preserved through,all the maps, with an evolution 
in its size, shape and position. 
• Each map represents thousands of da ta points in the horizontal, but 
only 9,' 12 or 15 points in the vertical (according to the number of 
sensors in the water). Due to the method of interpolation and con-
touring, and because there are some very steep tempera ture ramps in 
the da ta , the isotherms <.)ften take on a stepped structure. This re-
sults in artificial jumps in the contours (.)f heights corresponding ti) the 
spacing between sensors. Similar behaviour is presented in Thorpe et 
al. (L977). 
• The sequence of thermal maps reinforces the Maxworthy (1979) model 
of an evolving lee wave, evidenced by the echograms. 
• There are regions where isotherms strongly diverge vertically, suggest-
ing tha t some mixing event is causing the water to destratify. These re-
gions have associated patches of acoustic backscatter in the ech(.)grams. 
In these cases the backscatter is a t t r ibuted to finestructure in the water 
ra ther than to strong temperature gradients . 
• There is a strong resemblance between the thermal maps and the 
echograms, suggesting tha t regions with large vertical tempera ture 
gradients are good acoustic reflectors. 
•17 
• Individual features on the thermocline, such as multiple layers, ripples 
and undulations often have an exact correspondence in the echograms. 
E.g. In figure 4.10 at "SW" the thermocline was composed of 3 distinct 
layers. In figiire 4.14 halfway between "CH" and " VA" the thermocline 
had an undular structure, which on closer inspection revecded billows. 
• In some thermal maps it is possible to see the effect of propellor mix-
ing across the thermocline. E.g. In figure 4.10 seaward of "RH" the 
isotherms were tangled and verticcdly ahgned in a patch of mixed wa-
ter. 
• Figure 4.12 represents the situation at 14:15. This transect was made 
with only 9 sensors in the water, (the Spair was re-deployed after 
grounding), and depicts only the top 2Tn of the water colunm. This 
transect was to the Devon side of the main channel. Hence the wave 
shape shown is not in the region of maximum displacement. For these 
reasons the data from this echogram and thermal map does not appear 
in the following analyses where wave ampUtude is an important pa-
rameter. However, this figure does show that the wave has transverse 
extent and structure. 
4.5 Quantitative comparison of data sets 
Qualitatively the Eulerian measurements, echograms and thermal maps 
complement each other. Some small differences are accounted for by con-
servative error estimates. 
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4.5.1 Maximum thermocline displacement 
The maximum thermocline displacement, or wave trough, has been mea-
sured from each echogram and thermal map and these are presented as time 
series in figure 4.22. In measuring a maximum displacement it was necessary 
to define the undisturbed thermocline in each case. Previous observations 
by the author, and exercises with the numerical model presented in Chapters 
7 and 8, have shown that the downstreaun (in this case, seaward) level of 
the thermocline is a good indicator of the undisturbed level, (or rather, the 
level remote from the depression in the bed), and this convention has been 
adopted. In each transect the thermocline has a finite thickness. The point 
of maximimi gradient, or alternatively, vertical mid point of the thermocline, 
was chosen to represent the boundary between the upper and lower layers. 
Where the thermocline appeared to thicken, or bifurcate, vertically seaward 
of the trough, in the latter stages of the exercise, the upper thermocline 
depth was adopted as the undisturbed level. 
There is good agreement between the maximum thermocline displace-
ments obtained from these two sources. Since the course of RV Catfish may 
have deviated transversely from the most displaced region of the thermo-
cline, in this undoubtedly three dimensional feature, the maximimi is a local 
one in space, but serves as an estimate for the whole wave. 
Figiire 4.22 shows that the wave was already quite weU developed at 
12:45 with a displacement of about 1.75m, in response to the increasing ebb 
stream. Between 12:45 aoid the end of the study the depth of the wave trough 
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vau-ied in response to the variable ebb stream. The maximum thermocline 
displacement and the magnitude of the depth averaged velocity measured at 
"45" show this. To remain stationary in the accelerating seaward flow the 
wave developed a leuidward phase velocity, continually evolving to match the 
ebb stream. Between 11:20 and 13:00 the magnitude of the depth averaged 
velocity, u, increased and the wave height increased in response. From 13:00 
to 13:20, u decreased slightly, but the wave continued to grow through non-
linear steepening, u increased again from 13:20 to 14:20, but the response 
was a decrease in wave height over this period. This may have been due to 
increased attenuation at the wave crest, through diff'usion and dissipation. 
From 14:20 to 15:20 u decreased again. The initial response, from 14:45 to 
15:15, was an increase in height, again as a result of nonlinear steepening. 
From 15:20 to 15:40 u increased by a small amount, and there is a suggestion 
that the wave height also increased at this time. The general trend from 
15:15 to 16:15 was a decline in the wave height as it propagated landward 
losing energy. 
At 16:45 the thermocline still appeared to be displaced by about 1.3m -
1.4771, but the wave structure and the level of the undisturbed thermocline 
were difficult to define. 
The error incurred in measuring the size of the wave trough is estimated 
to be of the order ±0.2m. This error is roughly equivcilent to a 10% un-
certainty in the largest thermocline displacement, and is a result of making 
essentiaJly subjective judgements about the level of the thermocline. It ig-
nores instnmiental and computational errors, which are felt to be small in 
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comparison. 
4.5.2 Position of wave trough 
The position of the wave trough was measured as a positive distance land-
ward from the centre of the bed depression, taken as "CH". In the echograms 
there was not always an easily defined single point of maximum displace-
ment. Figure 4.23 shows the wave trough position in metres landward of 
"CH". 
The trough movement, due to wave steepening in response to the variable 
ebb stream, cannot be inferred from figure 4.23. In fact between 13:00 
and 13:30 when it was expected that the trough might move landward, 
in order to steepen the wave in response to the decreased ebb flow, the 
observations show a seaward movement, and between 13:30 and 14:30 when 
a seaward movement was expected, a landward movement occurred. The 
reason for this is uncleax, but the error in determination of a wave trough 
position is high. The values obtained might be as much as ±60m in error 
where the wave trough is broad, equivalent to a 20 - 25% uncertainty, in the 
distance from "CH". The only time when expected and observed behaviour 
matched was between 15:30 and the end of the exercise, when the ebb stream 
diminished enough to allow the wave to propagate landward. 
Unfortunately the measurements at "45" stopped at 15:45, so from 15:45 
until 16:45 the behaviour of the wave can only be described with conjecture. 
The behaviour of (u—CQ) was examined, assuming that the linear shallow 
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.water wave pheise speed (Pond & Pickard, 1983) 
for the shallow water upstream of the depression was a first order estimate 
for the phase speed of this wave trough. h\ and /12 are the upper and 
lower layer depths respectively, H is the total water depth, p is the mean 
water density, Ap is the density difference between the layers, and g is the 
gravitational constant, [U-CQ] was calculated for the period 11:30 to 16:45, 
with the values of u from 15:45 to 16:45 assumed to be those indicated by 
the sinusoidal approximation shown in figure 8.1. The gross behaviour of 
[u - Co) in time follows closely that of u. 
From 11:30 to 12:45 ( U - C Q ) is negative, from 13:00 to 15:30 it is positive, 
and from 15:30 on it is negative again. The first period of negative [u — CQ) 
is a growth phase of the wave, the positive period has its value never larger 
than 0.15/715"^ and the behaviour of u describes this phase well. After 15:45 
(u-co) drops rapidly from 0m5~^ to -0.2m3~^ at 16:45. The thermal maps 
indicate a chauige in wave trough position of 248m during this time. This 
movement is equivalent to a mean value of -0.07m5~^ for (u - CQ), in rough 
agreement with the above calciilations. 
For the Scime topographic feature, eilso on an ebbing neap tide. New & 
Dyer (1987b) found that an internal wave progressed upstream between 5.25 
and 6.25 hours after high water, at a rate of (u — CQ) = —0.05m5~^. 
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4.5.3 Wavelength 
No analysis of wavelength of the lee wave has been performed. Because of the 
lackof coverage of the estuary Icuidward of the wave, where the water was too 
shallow for the Spar, the spatial extent of the. wave was uncharted, though 
during the growth of the wave it had an axial length scale commensurate 
with that of the topography. The wave appeared about half as long as 
the bed depression itself, or at least as long as the the landward slope. 
Other authors have found a relationship between wavelength and topography 
length scale (e.g. Chereskin, 1983). There is a hint in the data that the 
wavelength increased as the wave propagated landward into shallower water 
after 15:30, (the model presented in Chapters 7 and 8 predicts that this 
should be so), but the echograms and thermal maps are ambiguous on this 
point. Choosing figure 4.10, the situation at 13:15, as representative of the 
wave during its growth, one can see that the wave existed as a disturbance 
from "J" to a position 40m landward of "VA", some 500m in aU. The 
seaward end of the wave did not appear to move during the exercise, while 
the landward end was out of reach of the Spar perhaps as early as 12:45, but 
certainly long before 16:45. At 16:45 the wave trough appears to be some 
350Tn landward of "CH". Assuming the wave was roughly symmetrical about 
its trough position, a wavelength of about 800m is indicated at that time. 
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4.5.4 Thermocline spreading and vertical extent 
The thermocline thickness at the beginning of the observations, (see fig-
ure 4.8), was largest on the landward edge of the wave and at its trough. 
At "45", for example, the thermocline on the echogram was about 1.3m 
thick. The thermocline was considerably thinner along the seaward edge of 
the wave. At "CH" it was 0.7m, and at "VA" 0.25m thick. This trend, 
of a thick thermocline to landward and thin thermocline to seaward con-
tinued until 13:15 (figure 4.10) despite some overall thermocline thickening. 
At 13:15 the thermocline at "CH" still showed a thinness (0.43m) relative 
to the Icindward edge, but at "RH", seaward of the wave, the thermocline 
had begun to spread verticcilly (0.71m). This spreading carried on until the 
end of the exercise with the region involved also spreading horizontally from 
"RH" landwaird eilong the thermocline. 
At 16:00, (figure 4.18), the region had developed horizontally from "RH" 
to "CH" and the thermocline was some 2m thick vertically. At 16:15, (fig-
ure 4.19), the seaward end of the wave was composed of a verticciUy thick but 
poorly stratified thermocUne, with a sharp temperature gradient at its base, 
at 2.3m. The horizontal spreading had then gone from "RH" to "SW". At 
16:25, (figure 4.20), the water colimin seaward of the wave had developed two 
distinct thermoclines according to the echograms. At 16:45, (figure 4.21), 
the thermocline seawMd of the wave had spread vertically, occupying the 
water column from the surface to 2.3m depth. The horizontal region over 
which this expanded thermocline extended was from "RH" to "GP", a dis-
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tance of some SOOm. This gives a rate of horizontal spreading, landward, 
of 0.04m5~^. The rate of vertical spreading was 0.l4mTns~^ at "RH" and 
O.Umms-^ at "CH". 
The wave trough also thickened verticaJly during the period 15:30 to 
16:45 at a rate of 0.22mm5~^. 
4.5.5 Potent ia l energy excess 
The mass 'excess' and potential energy 'excess' were calculated for the top 
2.75m of the water column, for each position in each transect, from the Spar 
data. This 'excess' is the difference between the observed potential energy 
(or mass) of the Teimar water column and the energy (or mass) it would have 
if composed entirely of fresh water. This analysis concerns only the upper 
2.75m of the water column, with the depth of 2.75m as the geopotential 
zero level. Changes in the potential energy excess measure fine changes 
in potential energy due to the vertical redistribution of density. Table 4.2 
shows the potential energy excess and mass excess of the water column, at 
"45", "VA" and "RH", at 14:45 and 16:45. Figure 4.24 shows the vertical 
density profiles at "VA" and "RH", at 14:45 and 16:45. There are a number 
of ways in which changes in the vertical distribution of density might have 
come about: 
• Seaward advection of less saUne water down the Tamar. 
• Seawcird advection of less stratified water down the Temiar. 
• Vertical mixing within the water column. 
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• Vertical migration of the thermocline due to wave activity. 
The verticcJ migration of the thermocline, as an internal wave, accoimts 
for very large differences in potential energy excess, between positions edong 
the estuary. At 14:45 the vadues for "VA" and "45" were 5547m~^ and 
1697m~^, respectively, a difference of 3857m~^, reflecting the large differ-
ence in thermocline height at these two places. 
Between 14:45 and 16:45 mixing had the effect of thickening the verticail 
extent of the thermocline at "RH". It spread at the expense of the lower 
layer, rather than entraining lower layer water into it. With time the po-
tential energy excess at "RH" was lowered. Vertical mixing at "RH" should 
have led to an increase in potential energy excess, but this was offset by 
the introduction of less saline water. The evidence for this is in table 4.2, 
which shows that the mass excess of the water column at "RH" fell over 
the period 14:45 to 16:45. Figure 4.24 shows how the density of the wa-
ter column at "RH" was radically lowered, not just redistributed through 
mixing, between 14:45 and 16:45. The same occurred at "VA", but later in 
time, as the mixed region spread landward. The homogeneous layer above 
the thermocline seemed to have disappeared after 16:00 at "RH" and "VA" 
(figure 4.18). After 16:25 (figure 4.20) a second thermocline at about 2.3m 
depth formed and intensified, suggesting different interactions with the lay-
ers above and below the main thermocline. 
It is reasonable to assiune that water from above the thermocline mixed 
down across the top of the thermocline, mixing in the thermocline redis-
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Table 4.2: The potential energy excess and mass excess at "45", "VA" and 
"RH" at 14:45 and 16:45. 
Time 
14:45 
16:45 
"45" 
169Jm-2 
17.7kg 
2237m-2 
26.9kg 
"VA" 
554Jm~2 
bO.Skg 
296Jm-2 
29.6kg 
"RH" 
546Jm-2 
50% 
277Jm-2 
27.7 kg 
tributed water vertically, and lower layer water evacuated the bottom of the 
water column. 
The loss of potential energy excess due to the supply of fresher water 
from above the thermocUne, and the gsiin from mixing in the thermocline, 
were separated by calculating how much the potential energy excess should 
have changed, from the change in mass excess alone (i.e. changes in water 
salinity), and comparing this with the observed changes. 
The following method was used to find those changes in potential energy 
excess at "VA" and "RH" due to the freshening of the water column and 
due to vertical mixing. At these two fixed positions there was negligible 
movement of the thermocline between 14:45 and 16:45. At the other fixed 
positions the behaviour of the potential energy excess was more complicated, 
because the thermocline height changed significantly with time. 
The mass excess at "45", "VA" and "RH", at 14:45, was 17.7^5, 50.8% 
Eind SOkg respectively. At 16:45 these had changed to 26.9%, 29.6A;^  and 
27.7kg. The cheinges in mass excess were, respectively, 9.2kg, 21.2% and 
22.2kg - an increase at "45" and decreases at "VA" and "RH". The dif-
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ference in density between the surface and bottom waters was 20kgm ^ at 
"VA" and "RH", at 14:45 and 16:45. To displace 21.2% of mass excess at 
"VA" required an exchange of 1.06m^ of surface and bottom waters, of den-
sity difference 20kgTn~^. Similarly, at "RH", 1.12Tn'' of water would have 
to have been suppHed at the surface cind lost from the bottom to account 
for the loss of 22.SA:^  of mass excess. The thermocline and centre of mass, 
in the absence of mixing, would have been lowered to accommodate these 
exchanges. Evidence for this is given by figure 4.24. The decreases in po-
tential energy excess that should have occurred, due to this freshening of 
the water column, were calculated at 3137m~^ (R-H) and 302Jm~^ (VA). 
The observed decreases in potential energy excess were 269 Jm~^ (R-H) and 
258Jm~^ (VA)- The increases in potential energy excess attributed to mix-
ing are iUm'^ (RH) and 44Jm-2 (VA). 
Why this happened in the seaward edge of the wave is perhaps answered 
by a volume transport argument and by the numerical model. If the flow was 
strictly along the longitudinal aixis of the estuciry, and volume transport of 
water was roughly conserved, in the layers above and below the thermocline, 
then intense vertical shear in the horizontal velocities is predicted in regions 
where the two layer geometry was radically different from the Ijuidward shal-
low water configuration (upstream condition). For example, compression of 
the upper layer relative to the lower layer would have enhanced the upper 
layer velocities, and decreased the lower layer velocities, giving a sheau'ed 
flow. The model predicts that two such regions exist, auid that they migrate 
during the evolution of the wave. The model predictions are discussed in 
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more detail later. These regions are predicted to be a few hundred metres 
landward, and seaward, of "CH". This argument ignores the fact that the 
re2d estuarine flow itself was highly sheared, but this would serve to enhance 
the shear predicted seaweird of the wave, and lessen it laridward of "CH". 
A region of leirge shear seawzird of "CH", migrating landward towcird it 
(as the wave evolved) is plausible and might explain why the mixed region 
developed seaward of "RH", and spread landward to "CH". 
The spreading and mixing of the thermocline does not appejir to have 
involved much entrainment of water from below, as evidenced by the be-
haviour of the isotherms. A homogeneous layer above the thermocline was 
not evident after 16:00, the isotherms again suggesting that considerable 
mixing in the thermocline had caused it to be eroded, and finally engidfed. 
Mixing within the thermocline also lead to a sharpening of the density gra-
dient across its base, providing a 'new' thermocline on the echograms and 
thermal maps. 
4.5.6 W a v e energy 
The total wave energy, ET, was calculated from (Phillips, 1977) 
ET = f vi^f ^pgSx (4.3) 
over the domain defined by the stations "VA" and "BLQ", where the ther-
mocline is displaced by a variable amount, T]{X), in the longitudinal direction, 
X, g = 9.8ms~^, and a density difference of A/> separates the two layers. The 
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cissumptions are: 
• The wave is on the thin interface in a two layer fluid. 
• There is equipartition of potential zind kinetic energy, which is true for 
linear waves, cind good to first order for non-linear waves. 
In making the calculations it was necessary to define a fixed horizontal 
domain over which to cailculate the energy. Since leindward coverage of the 
estuary was not long enough to define completely the upstreami thermo-
cline position, "BLQ" was chosen as the landward limit of the waveform. 
In the cases when the transect did not extend to "BLQ" the thermocline 
level was extrapolated from the most landward point of the transect. In 
all cases "VA" was more seaward than the seaward end of the wave. The 
undisturbed thermocline level was identified in the way already described. 
The integration was performed in sections, using the fixed station positions, 
and measuring a mean thermocline displacement between section ends. Ap 
was kept at l6kgTn~^, which was the mean difference in layer densities over 
the period 12:45 to 16:45. 
The method of dealing with the boundaries for the wave would, certainly 
for the latter stages of the study, cut off part of the landwcird edge of the 
wave. It is considered that the effects of this are not severe, and that the 
estimates cire good to first order. The measurement errors are of the order 
20 - 25% in the IcU-gest energy estimates. 
Figure 4.25 shows the depth averaged speed, together with the energy 
measiirements derived from the echogrjuns and thermzil maps. The energy 
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follows a similar pattern to the mzLximum thermocline displacement, but is 
more exaggerated in its fluctuations, reflecting the dependency on the square 
of the displacement. 
The total wave energy is relatively high at 12:45, around 160-180fc7m~^, 
before falling to 120 — I'iOkjTn'^ at 13:00 in line with a sharp increase in 
the ebb stream. The reason for this is unclear, but as the energy had to 
be extrapolated to "BLQ" in the 12:45 data, in a rather confused and thick 
thermocline, it is possible that the energy indicated at that time is too 
high. Otherwise, the energy increased with an increasing ebb stream, and 
continued to increase for a while when the ebb slackened, due to the same 
non-linear steepening mechanism discussed earlier. The energy diminished 
when the ebb stream diminished significantly, especially from 14:45 on. 
A peak wave energy of about 220A:Jm~^ was measured. From 14:45 to 
16:45 the wave energy dropped by about 85k Jm~^. Per metre of the length 
of the wave (~ 500m) this amounts to a faU in energy of 170 Jm"^. 
4.6 Conclusion 
This set of observations, made on a neap tide at Cargreen, shows that the 
combination of a moderately large amplitude tidal flow, with highly strati-
fied water, led to the formation of an internal wave over a bed depression. 
The mechanism of formation and evolution seems to be the same as that 
described by the Maixworthy (1979) model. The double peak in the ebb 
stream, and the waves response, are strong indicators that non-Unear steep-
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ening played a large role in its evolution. 
The formation of a mixed region, to seawau-d of the wave trough, is best 
accoimted for by examining the regions where largest shear above, below and 
in the thermocline might occur. The potential energy excess decreeise, in the 
regions where significant mixing took place, was mainly due to a reduction in 
density of the water column, caused by advection and incorporation of less 
sahne water from above the thermocline, and loss of denser water from below 
the thermocline. Once this is accounted for, vertical mixing was responsible 
for an energy increase of 44Jm~^. 
The total wave energy reached a maximum of 220kJm~^ (per metre 
of crest length across the estuary). In the same period when the mixing at 
"RH" and " VA" occurred the wave energy diminished by 170 Jm~^, averaged 
along the wave length. This wave energy must have been lost to dissipation 
and diffusion, and hence some to increased potential energy of the water 
column through mixing. 
In the case of wave overturning it is usual to compare the subsequent 
increased potential energy of the water column to the total wave energy, in 
the form of a conversion efficiency. In this case, where the wave presence 
was luidoubtedly responsible for enhanced mixing at "RH" and "VA", but 
energy for this mixing may have been extracted from the beirotropic flow, 
such a comparison might not be strictly valid. Even if internal waves rarely 
'brezik' by overturning, and instead mostly smear their energy out in the 
water column through enhcuiced shear, turbulence and diffusion, still giving 
rise to increased potential energy, the problem remains: How much of their 
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total energy works against gravity? The comparison is still useful, and 
here we have a loss of wave energy of I707m~^, and a 4477n~^ gain in the 
potential energy of the water column, over a large region of the estuary 
("RH" to "VA", at least). This gives a conversion efficiency of 26%. The 
estimated errors make this efficiency lie between 20% and 33%. 
The barotropic tidal wave energy (Pond & Pickard, 1983) 
EB = \pgA'' (4.4) 
is the source for the internal wave, and it is useful again to make a first 
order comparison of energies. .4. is the tidal amplitude, 1.3m for this neap 
tide, g = 9.8m5~^, and p is the average water density, \Q\ikgm~^. In a 
tidal cycle this gives an energy density of 8.4fc7m~^ over the whole estuary, 
or 4.2A/7m~^ over the internal wave length. Assuming that there are two 
such internal waves generated in this cycle (one on the flood, and one on the 
ebb), the conversion efficiency from barotropic tide to internal wave in this 
case is about 10% (7.5% to 12.5%), and from barotropic tide to potential 
energy, a little over 2.5% (2% to 3.3%). 
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Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.21 The following 14 figures are the echograms, 
cind thermal maps derived from the Spar data, for the longitudinal transects 
starting at 12:45 and ending at 16:45 on 6 November 1989, at Cargreen. The 
echogreims and their corresponding thermal maps are presented in pairs for 
ease of compeirison. Both diagrams in each figure are annotated with fixed 
positions and with a depth scale in metres. The Eulerian measurements were 
made at position "45". For a rough idea of the horizontal scale the distance 
between "VA" and "CH" is 144m, "CH" and "45" is 234m, and "CH" and 
"BLQ" is 560m. Isotherms and backscatter more seaward than "RH" must 
be ignored as this data was collected while the launch RV Catfish turned at 
the seaward end of the transects. In figure 4.10, for example, the Spar and 
echosounder recorded the mixing caused by the propellers of the launch as 
it turned. The isotherms are increasing in value downwards, and are plotted 
at 0.1''C intervals. Seaward and landward directions are indicated. The 
figures are explained and discussed in the text. 
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Figure 4.8: Transect 5 at 12:45 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.9: Transect 6 at 13:00 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.10: Transect 7 at 13:15 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.11: Transect 8 at 13:30 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.12: Transect 9 at 14:15 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.13: Transect 10 at 14:30 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.17: Transect 14 at 15:45 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.18: Transect 15 at 16:00 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.19: Transect 16 at 16:15 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.20: Transect 17 at 16:25 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.21: Transect 18 at 16:45 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 4.22: The size of the observed maximum thermocline displacement, 
in metres, plotted together with the depth averaged speed "45" in m/s, for 
6 November 1989. The observations are derived from both echogreuns and 
thermal maps. 
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Figure 4.23: The observed position of the wave trough, in metres upstream 
from "CH", plotted with the depth averaged speed "45" in cm/s, for 6 
November 1989. The observations are derived from both echograms and 
thermal maps. 
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Figure 4.25: The observed total wave energy in kiloJoules per metre, with 
the depth averaged speed at "45" in cm/s, for 6 November 1989. The ob-
servations are derived from both echograms and thermed maps. 
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Chapter 5 
Observations of an internal 
wave during a spring tide 
This chapter describes a set of observations made in the Tamar at Cargreen 
on 15 November 1989. The data sets axe discussed separately in qucditative 
terms, and then together quantitatively in the last section. The data consists 
of vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, current velocity and direction at 
station "45" and echosoundings and Spar data collected on longitudinal 
transects. The observations show the formation of an internal wave by 
interaction of the tidal ebb stream with the topographic depression. The 
wave grew with the rapidly increasing stream and decreasing stratification, 
until it interacted with the bed itself. Wave break-down and well-mixed 
conditions ensued. It is concluded that the flow underwent a hydraulic jump, 
and a Froude number analysis is presented, to show under what conditions 
this process might be expected. 
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Table 5.1: Predicted times of tides for Cargreen (and Devonport) on 15 
November 1989 (Admiralty Tide Tables, 1989). 
Slack Water 
High Water 
Low Water 
Time (GMT) 
07:06 (06:56) 
13:22 (13:02) 
Tide height above C D . 
5.9m (5.8m) 
0.6m (0.7m) 
5.1 Ancillary data 
The predicted tides for Cargreen and Devonport are shown in table 5.1 
(Admiralty Tide Tables, 1989). RV Bass was moored at position "45" taking 
vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, current velocity and direction, at 
twenty minute intervals from 10:00 to 12:40. The profiles are presented in 
figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. Figure 5.5 shows the time series of depth 
averaged speed, u. 
The sahnity and temperature profiles show that the Tamar was weakly 
stratified at the beginning of the exercise, with well mixed upper (11.5ppf,11.6°C) 
and lower [20ppt,12.1°C) layers and a small temperature and saUnity gra-
dient separating them. During the exercise the thermocline, and halo-
cline, weakened and then virtually disappeared. As the water depth fell 
to one metre, at "45", the water became nearly homogeneous in the verti-
cal (3.8ppf,10.8''C). These effects suggest seaward advection, past "45", of 
much less saline and less stratified water during the period 10:00 to 12:40. 
The difference in density between the surface and bottom waters is shown 
in table 5.2. 
Figiire 5.5, which shows the depth averaged speed, suggests a long ebb. 
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Figure 5.1: The vertical profiles of saUnity at "45" on 15 November 1989, 
made every 20 minutes, as indicated on the horizontal time axis. The depth 
is in metres, and the scale for salinity is indicated in the top left hand corner, 
in ppt. 
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Figure 5.2: The vertical profiles of temperature at "45" on 15 November 
1989, made every 20 minutes, as indicated on the horizontal time axis. The 
depth is in metres, and the scale for temperature is indicated in the top left 
hand corner, in celsius. 
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Figure 5.3: The vertical profiles of longitudinal velocity at "45" on 15 
November 1989, made every 20 minutes, as indicated on the horizontal time 
axis. The depth is in metres, and the scale for velocity is indicated in the 
top left hand corner, in metres per second. 
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Figure 5.4: The vertical profiles of transverse velocity at "45" on 15 Novem-
ber 1989, made every 20 minutes, as indicated on the horizontal time axis. 
The depth is in metres, and the scale for velocity is indicated in the top left 
hand corner, in metres per second. 
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Figure 5.5: The magnitude of the depth averaged velocity at "45" on 15 
November 1989. The velocity is in metres per second and the horizontal 
axis is in hours GMT. 
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Table 5.2: The surface to bottom water density difference in kilograms per 
cubic metre. 
Time 
10:00 
10:20 
10:40 
11:00 
11:20 
11:40 
12:00 
12:20 
12:40 
A^ 
6 
6 
3 
2.5 
2.5 
0.25 
0.25 
0 
0 
perhaps up to 7 hours in duration, with a double peak in velocity. Like 
the neap case, this is a common feature (George, 1975). The current meter 
did not provide direction measurements until 10:40, when an electrical fault 
was corrected. Hence the early observations are omitted from the axial and 
transverse velocity figures. 
Unlike the neap observations there did not appear to be much correspon-
dence between the thermocline level and the velocity profiles. However, the 
behaviour of the transverse and axial components, in the two tidal states, 
was similar. Figure 5.4 indicates that before 11:20 there was a large trans-
verse flow toward the Devon bank in the upper layer, which diminished near 
12:00, and later became a small flow toweird the- Cornish bank. The axial 
velocities show a large seaward flow which increased up to 12:00, dimin-
ishing only slightly after that time, with a mjucimimi at mid-depth. This 
mcLximum was possibly around the level of the thermocline, zdthough this 
was hwd to infer for the behaviour before 10:40. These profiles, like the 
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neap observations, indicate a strong three dimensional s tructure to the flow. 
Correlating T against 5 , and regressing 5 on T , did not show as clear a 
relationship as for the neap case. With fewer profiles, fewer measurements in 
the profiles, and such small temperature and salinity ranges, the statistical 
error bounds were also large. The gradient Richardson number profiles show 
that the whole water column, at "45" , was near to or below the critical value, 
0.25, from 10:40 to 12:40. 
5.2 Echosounding data 
RV Catfish made axial transects of the estuary over the depression frcxn 
09:50 to 13:02. The echosounder provided a continuous record of ac(justic 
backscatter. Figures 5.7 to 5.18 show the echograms in sequence, together 
with the Spar d a t a as thermal maps. The pa t t e rn of mid-water acoustic 
backscatter was very different to that of the neap study, for a number of 
reasons. 
• In figure 5.7 to figure 5.10 there is an acoustic return from a constant 
1.2m — 1.4m depth. This is a t t r ibuted to a scattered signal from the 
Spcu- itself. The acoustic return is absent from the echograms after the 
Spar was raised due to the falling water depth . 
• In order to help identify the regions with most finestructure, due to 
turbulence, the gain sensitivity of the echosounder had to be reduced 
during the exercise when the echograms "blacked out" . This was due 
to the water column becoming saturated with acoustic backscatterers. 
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These reductions in sensitivity were made between figure 5.10 and 
figure 5.11 and between figure 5.12 and figure 5.13. 
• In figure 5.7, which depicts the situation at 10:00, there Was an acoustic 
return from mid-depth, which was identifiable as a wave - a depression 
of the thermocline over the landward slope of the bed depression, with 
the maximum thermocline displacement near " W P " . The wave was 
present at least from "RH" to "BR" , and perhaps more landward of 
this. 
• There was no obvious stable (non-breaking) wavef(,)rm after 10:20 (fig-
ure 5.8). At 10:40 (figure 5.9) and 11:00 (figure 5.10) the flow had 
depressed the thermocline down to the bed. From 11:40 (figure 5.11) 
on there is no identifiable wave s t ructure . 
• In figure 5.13 to figure 5.18 there are triangulcir regions of backscat ter 
over the landward slope of the depression, in the top 2m of the estuary. 
In the same figures there are patches of backscatter from the bo t tom 
2m of the water, over the seaward slope and the deepest part of the bed 
depression. These two features may give clues to the flow regime. It is 
conceivable that a separation of the flow, from the bed, occurred over 
the seaward slope of the depression, and that a hydraulic j ump was 
responsible for strong downward vertical motion in the water column 
over the laindward slope. Whether rotors or eddies formed in these 
two regions is open to question. Figure 5.14 shows these effects most 
clearly. 
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The overall impression given by the echograms is that a wave formed over 
the bed depression at 10:00 in a rapidly increasing ebb streami and decreasing 
stratification. It grew until about 10:20 when the thermocline reached the 
estuary bed. After 10:40 the wave had given way to a highly turbulent flow, 
which had followed the wave break-down. The exact mechanism of wave 
break down is not known al though a "hydraulic j u m p " seems most likely. 
5.3 Spar data 
During each transect made in RV Catfish the Spar collected tempera ture 
data simultaneously with the echograms. The resulting thermal maps are 
presented together with the echograms. The maps show tempera tu re in-
creasing with depth and have the isotherms plotted at O.l^C intervals. Some 
general observations can be made. 
• During this spring tide the water level fell rapidly, and the Spar was 
run aground twice in a t t empt s to get full coverage of the estuary tem-
perature s tructure. It was necessary to raise the Spar from the water, 
and this occurred at 10:30 and 11:30, and accounts for a change in size 
of the thermal maps which are plotted with essentially no change in 
vertical scale. 
• The thermocline, when present, was below the lowest sensor on the 
Spaj for a large port ion of the transects. 
• Superimposed on the isotherms, but not obscuring the da ta , is a har-
monic ripple of electronic origin, perceptible in some of the figures. 
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« In some figures (e.g. figure 5.11 near Im depth) there is an appar-
ent temperature inversion. This "inversion" rose in the water column 
with adjustments in the depth of Spar deployment, and was almost 
definitely not real. It is felt that this was either due to a faulty sensor, 
or poor calibration of the same sensor against the others. 
• The thermal maps in figure 5.8 and figure 5.10 are elongated, because 
of the strong ebb stream. They each represent some 26 minutes of 
data. 
• The thermal map for figure 5.18 is absent because the data was par-
tially corrupt. 
• In figure 5.8 the vertical line near "V'A", is a spike caused by a surge 
in the electrical supply to the Spau". 
Overall, the Spar data shows the same qualitative behaviour as the 
echograms, but for the top few metres of the water column only. 
5.4 Quantitative comparison of data sets 
5.4.1 Froude n u m b e r analysis 
An analysis similar to that performed for the neap tide case is not appropri-
ate for these spring conditions. The destratification of the estuary near the 
Cargreen depression made the spring tide hydraulics very different to those 
on the neap tide studied. 
It would appear that wave formation is possible but not sustainable at 
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Table 5.3: The internal Froude number evolution over the bed depression at 
Cargreen, on 15 November 1989. 
Time 
10:00 
10:20 
10:40 
11:00 
11:20 
11:40 
12:00 
12:20 
12:40 
Fi, 
2.0 
2.5 
4.3 
4.9 
4.7 
14 
21 
oo 
oo 
Fid 
1.1 
1.2 
2.0 
2.3 
1.9 
5.7 
7.7 
oo 
oo 
Wave present ? 
V 
V 
? 
7 
? 
X 
X 
X 
X 
a high internal Froude number, F;. 
u 
Fi = -
(5.1) 
where u is the depth averaged current speed and CQ is the linear long wave 
phase speed, (equation 4.2). Table 5.3 shows how the shallow water Froude 
number, F^,, estimated for the flow outside the depression, and the deep 
water Froude number, Fij, estimated for the flow over the deepest part, 
evolved with time on 15 November 1989. The depth averaged speed, it, 
was estimated, for each Froude number, by assuming horizontal volume 
continuity along the estuary using the velocity data observed at "45". 
It is clear that as the internal Froude number increased beyond some 
critical value, the wave response of the estuary broke down as a hydraulic 
jump formed over the depression. For this to have happened there had to be 
a transition, from supercritical flow upstream of the depression to subcritical 
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flow over the centre of the depression. A critical value of Fi near 2 or 3 
is indicated by table 5.3, for this part icular stratification and topographic 
feature. After the critical value had been reached the flow continued to be 
everywhere supercritical, and no further wave activity was observed. 
5.4.2 Internal wave height 
The wave height measured from the echograms is shown in figure 5.6. The 
measurement error in the wave height is ±20%. The wave grew rapidly 
from slack water to a height of about 3m at 10:00, then to 5.6m at 10:20 
and remained about this height until 11:00, after which it broke in situ, 
u increased from 0 . 4 7 m 5 - ' at 10:00 to 0 . 6 8 m 5 - ' at 11:00. By 11:20 u had 
fallen to 0 .6m5~ ' . The echograms suggest that from 10:20 to 11:00 the wave 
was strongly interacting with the bed. The wave did not break until after 
11:00, when the echograms became completely sa turated with backscatter . 
Nonlinear steepening, and growth of the wave, in the temporarily slacken-
ing ebb stream between 11:00 and 11:20 might have provided the specific 
mechanism for wave breaking. 
5.4.3 Internal wave energy 
The total internal wave energy was est imated for easily identifiable wave 
structures. Calculated in the same way as for the neap tide wave, the esti-
mates from the echograms were 164fe7m-i at 10:00 (figure 5.7), 320fcJm-i 
at 10:20 (figure 5.8), and 89kJm-^ at 10:40 (figure 5.9). The error in the es-
t imation was about 30% in the first two energies, and about 50% in the 10:40 
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Figure 5.6: The wave height and magnitude of the depth averaged velocity 
at "45", on 15 November 1989. The wave height is in metres cind the velocity 
is in metres per second. 
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est imate. The sharp reduction in energy between 10:20 and 10:40 appears 
to be solely due to the water over the depression becoming less stratified, 
through advection and mixing upstream. The wave height did not change 
much in the same period, but the thermocline was close to the bed. 
The barotropic tidal wave energy for this half t ide, averaged over the 
landward slope of the depression, was 8.7MJm~^. Thus about 2.5% to 5% 
of the available barotropic tided energy was accountable for by the internal 
wave at 10:20. Unlike the neap case, the initial fate of the internal wave 
energy cannot even be partially accounted for. 
The formation of an internal wave, as a precursor to violent vertical mix-
ing in such conditions, mav be interesting and curious, but not particularly 
,imp(.)rtant. The estuary on 15 November 1989 seemed to be destined to 
destratification, through the action of the strong tidal s t ream, and associ-
ated shears, across the thermocline and at the bed. The presence of the 
bed topography at Cargreen may have helped increase mixing locally, but 
as vigorous mixing was already apparent throughout the upper Tamar , its 
relative contribution was probably small. 
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Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.18 The following 12 figures are the echograuns, 
and thermal maps derived from the Spar data, for the longitudinal transects 
starting at 10:00 and ending at 13:00 on 15 November 1989, at Cargreen. 
The echogrcims and their corresponding thermal maps are presented in pairs 
for ease of comparison. Both diagrams in each figure are annotated with 
fixed positions and with a depth scale in metres. The Eulerian measure-
ments were made at position "45". For a rough idea of the horizontal scale 
the distance between "VA" and "CH" is I44m, "CH" and "45" is 234m, 
and "CH" and "BLQ" is 560m. Isotherms and backscatter more seaward 
than the most seaward station indicated, and more landward than the most 
Icindward one, must be ignored, as this data was collected while the launch 
RV Catfish turned at the end of the transects. The isotherms are increas-
ing in value downwards, and are plotted at 0.1°C intervals. Seaward and 
Icindward directions are indicated. The figures are explained and discussed 
in the text. 
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Chapter 6 
Other observations at 
Cargreen 
As indicated in Chapter 3, the author has conducted 12 surveys at the 
Cargreen site. Only two of these have been discussed in depth, due to the 
wealth of detail reveeded in the Spai data. Some of the other observations are 
here given a brief presentation, to show the rich variety of hydrodynamic 
behaviour that is possible in the TamEir. From these results two further 
estimates of energy conversion, from barotropic tide to internal wave, have 
been made. The Tamjir at Cargreen was explored under the conditions, and 
with the equipment, listed in table 3.4. 
6.1 16 November 1987 
The predicted tidal remge for Cargreen was 2.4m (Admiralty Tide Tables, 
1987). Two vertical profiles, made at 2.5 and 3 hours after high water at 
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station "45", showed that the estuary was highly stratified, forming two 
distinct layers, with a thin (< 0.5m thick) thermocline separating them. 
The upper layer (Spp^lCC) and lower layer {^0ppt,ll.8°C) had a density 
difference of ISkgm'^. The flow was seaward at all depths, and indicated 
a depth averaged velocity, at maximum stream, of about 0.5ms~^, with 
maximum flow in the upper layer. 
Figure 6.1 shows the echograms for 2 and 3 hours after high water. A 
small amplitude internal wave formed over the landward slope of the bed 
depression. Embedded on the seaward end of this wave was a sequence of 
undulations of the thermocline. These undulations appeared to be a trziin of 
waves distinct from the main leewave. They did not seem to migrate during 
the observation period. The point at which they formed coincided with the 
position at which vigorous vertical mixing took place in the 6 iSfovember 
1989 study. 
It is conjectured that they too are a product of intense shear across the 
thermocline. The density gradient in this feature was so high that internal 
waves resulted initially rather than mixing. In the echograms there was a 
suggestion that, from 2 to 3 hours after high water, the thermocline around, 
and seaward, of the waves, thickened verticcilly. Acoustic backscatter ap-
peared below the thermocline. The most Izindward undulation, or wave, has 
a length of about 25 — 20m. At the time of writing the author has not 
been able to find a report of other examples of this class of behaviour in the 
marine environment. 
Using the same techniques as in Chapter 4 energy estimates were made. 
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Figure 6.1: Longitudinal transects made at 2 hours (top) and 3 hours (bot-
tom) after high water on 16 November 1987, at Cargreen. 
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The barotropic tidal energy density for the ebb stage was about 3.6kJm~^. 
Over the landward slope of the bed depression, assumed to correspond to 
the internal wave length (500m), this emiounts to 1.8M7m~^. The total 
internal wave energy is about 150 — 200kJm'^. The conversion efficiency, 
from bzu-otropic tided energy to toted internal wave energy, is then 8% to 
10%. 
6.2 30 November 1987 
On 30 November 1987 the predicted tidal range for Cargreen was 3.3m (Ad-
miralty Tide Tables, 1987). Two vertical profiles made at 1.5 and 2.5 hours 
after predicted high water, at "45", showed that the estuary was composed 
of two homogeneous layers, separated by a rather thick thermocline. At 1.5 
hours after high water the density difference between the layers was l2kgTn~^ 
and the thermocline was 3m thick, and at 2.5 hours after high water the 
density difference was l6kgTn~^ and the thermocline was 4m thick. 
Figure 6.2 shows the echograms for 2 and 2.5 hours after high water. The 
thermocline in both cases appeared to be composed of about 4 layers, each 
of which gave rise to acoustic backscatter. The wave itself was manifest as a 
downward vertical displacement of these layers, over the landward slope of 
the bed depression. On the thermocline there were undulations, or smaller 
waves, embedded. At 2.5 hours after high water the lowest scattering layer, 
to seaward of "CH" and landward of "SB", appeaired to have been formed 
of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows. The height of these billows was about 1 — 1.5m 
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eind their length was approximately 5 — 6m. 
Figure 6.3 depicts the echogram for 3.5 hours after high water. It is 
rather elongated due to the launch movement against the ebb stream. This 
echogram suggested that the leewave may have been evolving into a train 
of solitciry waves. These were Izirger in wavelength and amplitude than the 
undulations which were earlier observed to be embedded on the leewave, and 
it is not clear what the relationship was between them. There were possibly 
6 solitary waves forming at 3.5 hours cifter high water. 
Observations of the formation of soUtau'y waves, from tidal flow over to-
pographic features, have been presented, for example, by Maxworthy (1979) 
and Lee & Beardsley (1974) in laboratory experiments; Sandstrom & Elliott 
(1984) and Holloway (1987) near the shelf-break region; Haury et al. (1979) 
in Massachusetts Bay; and Farmer & Smith (1978) in a Fjord. 
Djordjevic & Redekopp (1978) made a theoretical examination of the 
fission of an initial sohtary internal wave propagating into shallow water. 
The fission products are themselves dispersive solitary waves. These authors 
give an approximate fission law for two layer fluids: 
1 
^^^^((¥)(fe)(l-fe)' g ^ ^ (6.1) 
where N is the number of fission products appearing in the shallow water, 
hi is the upper layer depth, /12, is the shcdlow water lower layer depth, 
/i2<i is the deep water lower layer depth, and T/Q is the wave height of the 
initieil wave form. Approximating the 30 November 1987 conditions gives 
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Figure 6.2: Longitudinal transects made at 2 hours (top) and 2.5 hours 
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Figure 6.3: Longitudinal transect made at 3.5 hours after high water on 30 
November 1987, at Cargreen. 
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N < 4.69. A prediction of four to five fission products is in good agreement 
with the observations, given that this fission law loses some validity in the 
case of a thick thermocline in shallow water. 
The barotropic tid£d energy for the ebb stream was 3AMJm~^ over the 
internal wave length. The total internal wave energy, at 3.5 hours after high 
water, is estimated as 250 - 300kJm~^ , leading to a conversion efficiency 
of 7% to 10%. 
6.3 19 April 1989 
As a test for the Estuarine Thermistor Spar, early in 1989, during a spring 
tide, Eulerian measurements were made at Cargreen, over the bed depres-
sion. RV Catfish was moored between "45" and "CH" for seven hours stcirt-
ing at predicted high water. The Spar worked perfectly, yet there was poor 
thermal stratification, and no internal wave activity. However, at the time 
of predicted low water, Kelvin-Helmholtz billows became apparent on the 
echograms. 
Figure 6.4 depicts a time series of acoustic backscatter at the mooring. 
The verticcil scale is indicated, and the verticcJ lines are spaced 605 apart. 
The Spar was deployed in the top 4m of the water, and its coverage of 
these events was restricted to the tips of the billows. The poor temperature 
stratification and the 0.25m sensor spacing allowed only rough resolution. 
Despite this the Spar data (not presented here) roughly agrees with the 
echograms. The mechanism for formation is conjectured as the following. 
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Figure 6.4: Time series of acoustic backscatter made at the mooring over 
the bed depression at Cargreen on 19 April 1989, at about low water. Time 
is increasing to the right. The vertical lines are spaced 60 seconds apart. 
The bottom metre of the water column was more saline {I7.6ppt, 10.6°C) 
and started to flood before the surface waters {8.7ppt, 10.4''C) had finished 
ebbing. In consequence a shear was developed across a small density gradient 
at some 4 - 5m depth. The orientation of the biUows on the echogram (time 
is increasing to the right) suggests that they were forced to migrate seawzird, 
while the layer below them moved landward. Their heights ewe 1 — 1.5m. It 
took each billow about 60s to pass the launch, so a horizontal length of the 
order of IOTTI is suggested. The echograms show that the height of the base 
of the billows rose in time, as the lower layer intruded landward. 
It was impossible to detect exactly how many billows formed, but these 
beautiful and exotic features were present on the echograms for over 40 
minutes. No measurements were performed that enable calculation of their 
likely contribution to mixing. Future studies aimed at quantification of this 
process should prove interesting. 
Woods (1968) presented observations of similar instabilities on the sum-
mer thermocline in the Mediterranean Sea, as well as a simple theoretical 
description. Thorpe et al. (1977) and Thorpe & Hall (1977) have shown bil-
lows on the thermocline in Loch Ness, evidenced in thermistor array data. 
Thorpe (1987a) comprehensively discussed laboratory experiments of this 
class of behaviour in his review paper on transitional phenomena in strati-
fied fluids. 
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Table 6.1: Values of the internal Froude number for the five conditions 
described in the text. 
Fid 
16/11/87 
1.5 
0.5 
30/11/87 
1.5 
0.53 
19/4/89 
0.4 
6/11/89 
1.7 
0.87 
15/11/89 
21 
7.7 
6.4 Froude number analysis 
The three phenomena described above, and those occurring on 6 November 
and 15 November 1989, can be categorised in terms of an internal Froude 
number, Fi, for the flow, using the method described in Chapter 5. Table 6.1 
shows the estimates of Fi for these five events. 
The shallow water Froude number, Fi,, refers to that estimated for the 
flow outside of the bed depression, and the deep water Froude number, Fij,, 
is for the flow over the deepest part. In calculating F; the assumption has 
been made that the estuary behaved like a two-layer fluid. 
Chapter 5 contains a description of events on a spring tide, when a hy-
draulic jump occurred. The flow underwent a transition from supercritical 
Fi upstream of the depression to subcritical Fi over the centre of the depres-
sion. A critical value of F, between 2 and 3 was indicated. All five events 
are discussed in the following, in terms of a critical Froude number lying 
between 2 and 3. 
16/11/87. At maximum stream the shallow water flow was characterised 
by Fia = 1.5 eind the deep water flow by Fa = 0.5. This flow was subcritical 
everywhere. The formation of an internal wave which did not break in situ 
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at mziximum stream is entirely in keeping with this Froude number regime. 
30/11/87. At maximiun stream the flow was again everywhere subcritical 
(Fi, = 1.5, Fid = 0.53). An internal wave formed which also did not break 
in situ. In this event the water behaved least like a two-layer fluid - the 
thermocUne was a large proportion of the shallow water depth. An evolution 
into soUtary waves is a highly nonlinear process, which cannot be described 
in a simple Froude number analysis. 
19/4/89. The Froude number presented here, Fid = 0.4, is for the flow 
at about low water at one station only. The flow was subcritical at this 
point. To describe effects like Kelvin-Helmiioltz billows, which are local 
instabilities in the flow, requires a more detailed and local analysis. A 
gradient Richardson number analysis would be of more interest. Lack of 
adequate velocity data precludes this. 
6/11/89. At maximum stream both the shallow and deep water flows 
were subcritical [Fi, = 1.7, Fid = 0.87). An internal wave was formed, with 
small undulations and ripples on the thermocline which did not evolve. The 
internal wave did not break during the observations. 
15/11/89. At maximum stream the flow was highly supercritical [Fi, — 
21, Fid — 7.7) along the bed depression. As already described in Chapter 5, 
an initial waveform grew until it interacted with the bed and broke in the 
form of a hydraulic jump, when the flow upstrecim was supercritical (> 2 — 3) 
and the flow over the centre of the depression was subcritical (< 2). The 
flow continued to be supercritical during the study period and no further 
waves were formed. 
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Behaviourally these events fcdl into different categories, depending on the 
flow regime at Ceirgreen, determined by F;, and Fid- It would be improper 
to suggest that in such a complex fluid, Fi is the only parameter which 
controls or describes the flow, but it provides a gross interpretation. Long 
(1953,1954,1955) pursued the problem of stratified flow, over an obstacle, in 
multi-parameter space, but found that for fixed obstacle and layer geometry 
Fi was a key parameter. 
The following categories are suggested in the light of these five observa-
tions. 
• For large Fi, and Fid (greater than 2 or 3 perhaps), as on 30 November 
1987, the flow appears not to favour the stable evolution of internal 
waves, and a hydraulic jump may form if there is a transition from 
supercritical to subcritical flow along the bed topography. 
• For more moderate values of Fi, and Fid (0-5 to 2.0 perhaps), internal 
waves are formed which do not break in situ. Within this category 
there must be subcategories of behaviour, depending on the relation-
ship between Fi, and Fid, and their absolute values. For example, 
under what conditions do soUtary waves form? 
• There might also be conditions of small Fi, and Fid for which no 
internal waves are detectable, but this is probably not achieved in the 
Tamcir at Cargreen. 
More observations are required for a better understanding in terms of Fi-
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Chapter 7 
A model of oscillatory flow 
in an idealised estuary 
In conjunction with the observations of lee wave formation in the Tamar 
Estuary at Cargreen a nimierical model was developed to simulate interfa-
cial displacement and evolution in an ideahsed two layer fluid, representing 
an estuary. The feature of most interest in both of these studies was the 
energy associated with lee waves on the disturbed interface, produced when 
stratified tided flow interacts with bed topography. To be able to predict the 
energy in the lee waves by numerical modelling, and to then associate this 
energy with changes in the potential energy and stratification of the estuary, 
was the major aim of this work. 
Many models exist which predict the behaviour of stratified flow over 
topography. The most notable, and relevemt to the Tamar enviroimient, 
are those of Lee & Su (1977) and Pingree et al. (1983). Heathershaw 
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et al. (1987) extended the Pingree et al. model by adding sediment flux 
czdculations and Wilmott & Edwcirds (1987) extended the Heathershaw et 
al. model to 3 layers. 
The simplest of these is that of Pingree at al. (1983), which shall from 
now on be referred to as "the model". This model was adopted in prefer-
ence to writing a new one or adapting others because of its proven success 
in predicting internal tide formation and evolution over the continental shelf 
break, and because its two layer geometry was felt to be adequate in repre-
senting the most often encountered stratification in the Tamar at Cargreen. 
This chapter describes the model in general terms - e.g. its physics, nu-
merical scheme, and non-dimensionalised behaviour - and sets the scene for 
the next chapter, which examines the models ability to reproduce observed 
wave activity in the Tamar. 
7.1 Physics of the model and the governing equa-
tions 
The model geometry is depicted in figure 7.1. The coordinate system has x 
as the along estuary direction, z as the verticsd coordinate, and y in the cross-
estuary direction. Variations in y are ignored. The horizontal momentxmi 
equations which govern the flow in the two layers are, after making the 
hydrostatic approximation, 
Uxt -I- UiUix = - 3 C 1 + ^ " I x x (7 .1 ) 
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Figure 7.1: The model geometry, showing the relative depths of the two 
layers and the disturbed and undisturbed interface. 
and 
U2t + U2U2X = —-giCx - Vx) - gVx + Ku2xx (7:2) 
P2 
where ui and U2 are the upper and lower layer velocities, respectively, C is 
the elevation of the free water surface, and 77 is the elevation of the internal 
interface. We have also assumed that hi is constant with x. 
The continuity equations are, under the same assumptions, 
{{hi + c - n)ui)x + iC - v)t = 0 (7.3) 
and 
{{h2 + v)u2)x + Tit = 0 (7.4) 
Defining the barotTopic tide u as the vertically integrated tided current 
such that 
h'ui + h"u2 ,_ . , 
u = (7.0) 
where H = h' + h", h' = hi —rj, and h" = /12 + /; and the baroclinic tide U as 
a vertical shear such that U = U1-U2 means that the horizontal momentum 
equations can be rewritten, with Ap = p2 - pi, ^s 
Ut + {uU), + {U'^^''^'hx = 9—r,, + KU,^ (7.6) 
These further assumptions have been applied making the free surface rigid: 
V ^ C ) Vt ^ Ct , Tjx ^ Cx- ff is the gravitational constant, 9.8lTns~^. 
The term KUxx represents attenuation by viscous or turbulent diffusion 
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and also provides help with numerical stability in the model. The diffusion 
selectively dzimps out regions of high spatial gradients but still allows waves 
to propagate a long way, albeit at the expense of attenuation. It also has the 
effect of limiting finite amplitude shallow water steepening, thus effectively 
limiting the possibility of wave breaking. 
The continuity equations undergo a similar transformation to become 
Vt = {h'u), + {'^U). (7.7) 
Equations 7.6 and 7.7 are two equations in two unknowns, U and rj, 
a,a.d define completely the physics of the model. U and q are functions of x 
and t only, and are uniform in the y direction. 
7.2 Numerical scheme and radiation conditions 
The equations of motion and continuity are integrated forward in time using 
finite difference approximations employing the central differences approach. 
For a model grid spacing of size Ax the spatial derivatives of a function / 
at position i in the grid are given by 
'- = ^Hir^ ('•*' 
and 
f _ fi+l 
{Ax) /^x. = ^'^'-V:^^'-' (7-9) 
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In a model domain consisting of iV + 1 points the spatial derivatives of fi 
can be determined in this way only for points i = 2,..., N. For the end 
points the one sided derivative rule is applied. 
The derivative with respect to time also employs central differences giv-
ing the so called "leap frog" method 
;,„„) = /('•^^O-Zfa-'^') (,.,0) 
where At is the time step in the model. In addition q and U are evaluated at 
alternate positions giving a spatially staggered grid. The numerical scheme 
has 7 and U stored in two arrays at three time levels: old, present, and new. 
77 is evaluated when i is odd at the new level, and U when i is even, and 
then linear interpolation is used to fill in the grid. 
The diffusive term, KUxx, is always evaluated at the old time step to 
avoid complicated one sided interpolation or integration. 
For more precise details on the numerical scheme the reader is referred 
to Heathershaw et al. (1987). The numerical processes in the present model 
are no different to the ones presented by those authors. The main difference 
between their model and this is in its application and scahng for shallow 
water. 
To help prevent reflection and distortion of waves propagating toward 
the ends of the model, a special "radiation" condition is applied near the 
end points, which should ciUow the waves to leave the model domain. If 
at the ends of the model one assvmies that disturbances behave as steady 
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long linear waves over a horizontal bottom then the linearised equations of 
motion give their phase speed as 
/ d^phxhi 
and a radiation condition of 
" - * ^ <"^) 
for waves travelling to the left ( + ) and right ( —). Disturbances should then 
effectively propagate out of the model at each end, without reflection as 
though they were long lineeir waves. 
7.3 Stability criteria 
There aire two criteria that have to be satisfied when choosing variable values 
for this model. The first is the well docimiented "Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy" 
criterion (Hirsch, 1988), that A i and Af should satisfy 
-— > c (7.13) 
Af ^ ' 
where c is the maximum phaise speed of disturbances in the model. The 
second criterion is that of Simons (1980) 
^ > ^« (7.14) 
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Ideally one virould like to choose Ax, At, and K such that the diffusive te rm 
is small in comparison to the other terms. The author has found that in prac-
tice there is a lower bound to K consistent with numerical stability, about 
30 - 50m^5~^, but no upper bound. To satisfy both these criteria and to 
keep the computat ions stable requires the following values: if c = 0 . 5 m s " ' , 
a typical long wave phase speed, and if K = bOm-s'^, then Ax - lOm and 
At — O.I5. A value of Ax — lOrn means that the bed depression in the 
model is adequately resolved, as are any internal waves formed. Heather-
shaw et al. (1987) resorted to a value of K - 40m-.s ' , quite close to the 
above choice. H<:)vvever, their choice of Ax — "ioOfn and At - 1555 reflects 
the very different scales of the shelf break region and tfie estuary. 
7.4 Model configuration for the Tamar Estuary 
At t ime ( = 0 suppose the two layers are at rest with the interface undis-
turbed, i.e. u,U,q = 0 for all x. The barotropic tide u is then forced from 
one end of the model by the function u = - U Q sin(u/t). The value of u at 
all o ther points in the model is calculated from {uH)x - 0, thus preserving 
total mass t ransport . 
The undis turbed depth of the lower layer /lo and the total water depth / / 
are functions.of i . To represent a typical depression in the estuary bed (e.g. 
Cargreen, see figure 7.2) H was assumed constant throughout the domain, 
except for a region in the middle. Here the depth varies like 
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Figure 7.2: The batliymetry at Cargreen. I'lie depression in the bed takes 
the fornn of a long ragged eUipse wliose axis is aligned in the along estuary 
direction. Note that at this part of the estuary there is a slight constriction 
of the flow. 
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Figure 7.3: (a): A 200kHz echosounding of the estuary bed at Cargreen 
made along the axis of the estuary, (b): The model analogue to the axial 
section above, but not to the same scales. The rigid surface, the interface 
and the bot tom are all depicted. 
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H{x)= H + Bexp{-a{x-^f) (7.15) 
where x = 0 defines one end of the domain and if, is the other end. This is 
then a model w'ith a flat bot tom, of depth H, which has a smooth Gaussian 
depression, of depth B, in the middle, whose horizontal length scale can be 
varied through Q . The undisturbed upper layer depth hi is constant with x. 
We can define an effective depression length in the along estuary direction 
as 2L = — . Figure 7.3 depicts an axial survey of the Cargreen depression 
made using a 200kHz echosounder, and the idealised bedform used in the 
model. Note that B = 5rn and a = 0.02 (i.e. '2L - oOOrn) give a fair two 
dimensional analogue to the Cargreen depressit.)n and that this function has 
the added a t t ract ion of being mathematically "'smooth"' - differentiable and 
continuous. 
7.4.1 T h e choice of o ther variables 
In aU of the model runs the variables are dimensional. The reasons for the 
choice of some of the variables have already been discussed. 
The model domain as defined by N ~ i = 2 8 1 and Ax = lOm represents 
some 2810m of flat bot tomed estuary with a Gaussian depression in its 
centre (i.e. XL = 2810m). This allows for a long fetch of water either side 
of the topography but , unlike the shelf break model of Heathershaw et al. 
(1987), does not allow for waves to survive in the model long after the tidal 
strecmi which created them. They quickly propagate and are advected out 
of the domain after mid-tide. The sinusoidal barotropic tidal frequency u; 
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was set at a value corresponding to a period of 12.4 hours, representing the 
dominant A/2 tidal consti tuent , but ignoring estuarine effects. 
For the purposes of examining model behaviour and intrat idal variations, 
a s tandard configuration was adopted corresponding to a "typical" strati-
fication and geometry. This was based on da t a from a survey at Cargreen 
conducted on 30th November 1987. The values used were: —^  = 0.010, 
UQ = 0.5m5"^, hi — 2m, H = bm, B — 5m and a — 0.02. 
7.5 Transients in the model 
The model was run in the standard configuration for four half-tidal cycles 
(four times 6.2 hours, or two ebbs and two floods) to examine its transient 
behaviour. It was found that transient motion on the interface quickly leaves 
the model domain and that the impor tant feature is the growth, evolution 
and decay of lee waves. 
The model predicts a repetitive, symmetric formation of lee waves each 
half-tidal cycle (6.2 hours). The maximum ampli tude of the wave formed 
on the first half-tidal cycle was slightly smaller (10%) than the following 
waves, whose maxima settled down to a constant amphtude . It was further 
found tha t after a certain number of hours of model time (this number 
being dependent on K) instabilities grew at the ends of the model domain 
and the model failed. The reason for this is not obvious, but one suspects 
tha t the radiation condition is inadequate in allowing waves to freely vacate 
the model and a buUd up of energy occurs at the ends, producing quickly 
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growing disturbances. Increasing K helps to a t t enua te these disturbances 
in the short term, and increasing the length of the model domain also helps 
by giving the waves further to propagate and a t t enua te before reaching the 
ends. 
7.6 Model results for the standard configuration 
and an examination of intratidal behaviour 
The intratidal behaviour for the s tandard configuratinti reveals interesting 
and typical features in the model, which are present in many nf the other 
parameterisat ions, and is therefore a gO(.)d introductioti to the model. To 
describe the intrat idal behaviour for all parameterisations would be long and 
tedious and also irrelevant. 
A graphical representation of the wave formed is presented in figures 
7.4 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7. The development of the internal wave is shown as 
a depression of the interface in a time sequence. Each plot in the sequence 
consists of a pair of axes showing depth and horizontal distance, and the 
three curves show, from the top, the rigid water surface, the internal density 
interface and the estuary bott<im. The first and last of these are invariant 
in t ime. At "High Water" plus 0 hours (HW+O), i.e. t = 0, there is no 
distortion of the interface - it is in its relaxed initial position. The next 
three plots, depicting the growth phase, are at ^^^ = 1.03 hours apar t , and 
the following ones are at —^ = 0.21 hours apar t . "Upst ream" is on the 
right of each plot, or equivalently, the barotropic ebb tide "flows" from right 
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to left. 
From HW+0.0 to HW+3.10 , the time of max imum streaun, the wave 
develops such that its maximum depar ture from the relaxed position, (its 
" t rough") is positioned over the ups t ream slope of the depression, and not 
over its centre. When fully developed, between HW-j-3.1 and HW-r4.55, the 
interface immediately ups t ream of the wave is considerably lowered from its 
undisturbed level and the interface immediately downst ream is raised. The 
growth of the wave up to HW-r3.1 is relatively rapid as evidenced in fig-
ure 7.8, which shows the change in non-dimensionahsed wave height ^ with 
time. r)o is the wave height and H is the shallow water depth , i.e. H{x = 0). 
The wave seems to remain unchanged from HW-i-3.1 to HW-f-4.55, but then 
as the flow slackens substantially it is allowed to propagate upstream, slowly 
until HW-t-5.17, then more rapidly. The wave height diminishes greatly from 
HW-t-4.75 onwards and finally propagates away from the depression in the 
form of a long internal wave, which is just observable in plots HW-!-5.37 
to HW4-5.99. The max imum barotropic ebb tide occurs at HW-l-3.1 but 
examining figure 7.8 the maximum wave height occurs at approximately 
HW-l-4.01. This is a t t r ibu ted to nonlinear steepening in the model as the 
wave adjusts to the slackening flow. The maximum non-dimensionalised 
wave height, during the half tidal cycle, is computed as ^ = 0.62. 
The wavelength is calculated as being that horizontai distance which 
spans the region where the interface is disturbed by more than 10% of the 
maximum depar ture . The model examines the grid for the maximum in-
terfacial depairture from the initial s ta te , at each time step, and then scans 
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Figure 7.4: A time sequence of model output for the stcindard configuration. 
Results from HW+0.0 to HW+3.31 are shown, see text for explanation. 
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Figure 7.5: Model output for the standard configuration. Results from 
HW-K3.51 to HW+4.34 are shown. 
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Figure 7.6: Model output for the standard configuration. Results from 
HW+4.55 to HW-r5.37 are shown. 
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the grid either side to see where it falls to less than 10% of this value. The 
intervening area is designated a wave and its length is computed. The wave-
length changes with time also and its behaviour is represented in figure 7.9. 
In association with the steepening of the wave crest at HW-1-4.0 there is an 
adjustment of the wavelength, al though the overall tendency is for the wave-
length to grow with time. From KVV fO to about HW+2.0 a wave grows and 
appears to at ta in a length scale commensura te with the topography. The 
wavelength remains relatively unaltered until about HVV — 1.0, after which it 
increases dramaticaUy, presumablv in association with the release of a long 
internal wave upstream. After about H W ~ . 5 . . T the wave begins to leave the 
model domain at the upstream end. In figure 7.9 this is evidenced by a 
smaller growth in wavelength, up to H W - 7 . 0 . 
The total energy density, E, associated with an internal wave is com-
puted as due to the departure of the interface from the initial s tate over 
the whole domain, i.e. the whole model grid. Assuming equipartition of 
potential and kinetic energy the total energy density is (Phillips, 1977) 
E ^ Yl ^Pan'^'^ (7.16) 
domain 
E is plotted against time in figure 7.10. The maximum energy in the wave 
also occurs after maximum barotropic flow, at HW+4.03 , close to the time 
of the wave height maximum. Like T]m, E also seems to diminish rapidly in 
the model after its maximum. The m a x i m u m wave energy is computed as 
Em = li4kjm^^ for this model run. (This would be energy contcuned in 
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Figure 7.9: Wavelength non-dimensionalised by the depression length, 2L, 
plotted against time for the stamdard configuration. 
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the entire wave per unit length in the y direction, assuming that the wave 
had some meaningful presence in the y direction - across the es tuary) . 
The source of energy for the internal wave is the barotropic tide. In a 
real estuary this would be associated with a wave like motion, resulting in 
a rise and fall of the free surface, and total water depth, H. In the model 
the tided stream is represented by a sinusoidal motion, in water of constant 
depth. The fate of the model internal wave energy is diffusive a t tenuat ion , 
and radiation through the ends of the model domain. 
7.7 A non-dimensional analysis and an examina-
tion of general behaviour 
In order to devise a strategy to e.xamine the model behaviour under vary-
ing hydrographic regimes a non-dimensional analysis was performed. This 
analysis highhghted certain model parameters which are impor tan t in char-
acterising its behaviour. 
The two equations ( 7.6, 7.7) on which the model is based can be 
non-dimensionaUsed using the following scahng relationships: U,u ^ UQ; 
^ -- ^ = ^ ; 7/ -- / / ; h',h" -- H: ^^ -^ lu. Using a tilde to denote a 
non-dimensionaUsed variable ec^uation 7.6 becomes 
L 2L H Pi LI L'-
(7.17) 
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Figure 7.10: Wave energy in the standard configuration plotted against time. 
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and dividing by -^ gives 
(i^)&.Ma^U+i(5^^^U = (A^4fe + ( f f e (7.8) 
Equat ion 7.18 shows that the non-dimensionalised nonlinear terms - ad-
vective acceleration by the barotropic t ide, and advective acceleration by 
the baroclinic tide - scale as 1 and i respectively. This indicates the great 
impor tance of the nonlinear terms in this model, and since these terms rep-
resent real physics in the Tamar Estuary, further indicates the importance 
of nonlinear acceleration in the observed behaviour. 
The other coefficients for the terms in this equation are scahng parame-
ters. 
R^ (7.19) 
"0 
relates the importance of the Eulerian acceleration to the advective acceler-
ation. Then 
F = g ^ {1.20} 
is the inverse square of an internal Froude number (F , ) , and 
^ - A <"" 
is a diffusion scaling parameter . 
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Performing the same analysis on equation 7.7 gives 
)^,-= (/I'u + — ^ i 7.22) 
Equation 7.22 yields no new scahng parameters , but it does express the 
notion that for variable values in the s tandard c<:)nfiguration (i.e. UQ = 
O.bms'^, L - 250m, u; = [o Ihour,) ^ ~ 0.07. This suggests tha t in the 
continuity equation (equation 7.7) maintenanceof horizontal mass continuity 
might dominate over growth in r/ with time. 
The relative importance of the terms in equations 7.6 and 7.7 is governed 
by the scaUng parameters listed ab(.)ve. The balance <:)r imbalance in these 
terms determines classes of behaviour in the model. Considering the non-
dimensional terms of equaticius 7.18 and 7.22 to be of t.irder one, it should 
be possible to examine the behaviour of the model just in terms of R, F', 
and S. 
In retarding the growth of the baroclinic tide the relative impor tance of 
the diffusive term to the pressure gradient derived term can be examined 
through F' and S. 
7.7.1 M o d e l results for ^ = 0.4, in the F',S plane 
For this set of model results the undisturbed upper layer dep th , hi, was 
fixed at 2m, and the shallow water depth , H{x = 0), was fixed at 5m, i.e. 
-^ = 0.4. The model was run for a large variety of parameters varying 
only —^, uo and K. The other parameters were held constant as in the 
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s tandard configuration. R was not held constant , but was always smaller 
than F' and 5 , e.g. ^ raiiged from about 4 to 10, and was typically 6. 
The model results are presented in the F', S plane. Figure 7.11 shows the 
maximum normalised wave height per model half tide plotted in this plane, 
and ^ values are contoured from 0.2 to 1.0 in steps of O.l. The following 
are interesting points to note about this figure, and the results. 
• The figure was constructed from 50 separate model runs. 
• For F' < I (i.e. for Fi > 1, an internally supercritical mode) , the model 
failed inside the domain due to numerical instability, ( A ) , runaway 
growth in rj or U, or there was more than one maximum wave height, 
(c) , due to wave steepening after maximum stream. F' < I implies 
that nonlinearities are important in the momentum equation ( 7.6). 
• The model fails inside the domain, due to numerical instability, or 
there is runaway growth in ;; or U, for F' < 0.5 (i.e. for F; > 1.4), 
and small S [S < 0.3 - 0.4). Model failures are depicted with a 
A . This behaviour could be interpreted as a hydraulically unstable 
situation which may have an analogue in the real world in the form of 
a hydraulic j u m p . Another A appears at F' zz 1.7 and 5 ^ 0.2, for 
the same reasons. 
• For F ' > 1 (i.e. for Fi < 1, an everywhere internally subcritical mode) , 
the model produces stable computat ions and internal waves with only 
one maximum wave height. 
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Figure 7.11: The normalised maxinmm wave heights plotted in the F', S 
plane, for lii/H=-0.1. A circle refers to a wave with two height maxima per 
half tidal cycle, and a triangle refers to a complete model failure. 
• For the purposes of making complete smooth contours the quasi-steady 
solution, or first wave maximum, is plotted in figure 7.11, so that the 
graph depicts behaviours from F ' = 0 to 6 and from 5 = 0.1 to 0.9. 
• The dashed curve indicates the values of F' and 5 which produce the 
largest maximum wave heights. As 5 — 0 this curve tends to F' = 1.5. 
The curve slopes to the right for increasing 5 due to the need for a 
larger pressure gradient to overcome diffusive effects. 
• Figure 7.11 is c<imposed of several zones of behavi(.)ur. For a given 
value of F', below 4, smaller maximum wave heights are formed with 
increasing 5 (increasing diffusion). To tlie right of the dashed curve, 
for fixed S, smaller maximum wave heights are formed for increasing 
F'. (corresponding to increasing Jvp (.>r decreasing UQ)- For fixed F', 
above 4, marginally larger maximum waves heights are obtained by 
increasing 5 , and to the left of the dashed curve, for fixed 5 , maxi-
mum wave heights decrease with increasing F'. These effects can be 
summarised in the following way. 
• For the largest waves to form the necessary condition seems to be a 
balance between a tendency for growth and retardat ion in the model. 
More specifically this might be a gross balance between non-linear 
steepening as represented in the advective acceleration terms and in-
hibition of growth due to the development of a wave and subsequent 
pressure gradient , with the other terms playing minor roles. 
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7 . 7 . 2 M o d e l r e s u l t s for ^ = 0.2 i n t h e F', S p l a n e 
The ratio of undisturbed upper layer depth , hi, to shallow water depth , 
H{x = 0), was fixed at ^ = 0.2, and Ap, UQ, and K were varied as described 
in the last section. The max imum normalised wave height produced in each 
case was plotted in the F', S plane, shown in figure 7.12. Values of ^ are 
contoured from 0.2 to 0.6 in steps of O.L, with the addition of the ^ = 0.25 
contour. The following points are of interest. 
• This figure was constructed from 49 separate model runs. 
• For f < 1 (F; > t) and small S ( 5 < 0.4), there was more than 
one maximum wave height, due to steepening after maximum stream. 
These are depicted with a o. 
• The model did not fail or show numerical instability in any of the 
model runs used to construct figure 7.12. 
• For F ' > I and for 5 > 0.4 the model produces stable computat ions 
and internal waves with only one maximum wave height during the 
ebb stream. 
• Figure 7.12 shows the same general pat tern as figure 7.11 and so the 
same general conclusions regarding the model behaviour for ^ = 0.4 
apply for ^ = 0.2. 
• The max imum wave heights produced when ^ = 0.2 are smaller than 
for ^ =; 0.4, by about 60%, for the same F' and 5 values. 
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Figure 7.12: The normalised maximum wave heights plotted in the F', S 
plane, for h l /H-0 .2 . A circle refers to a wave with two heigiit maxima per 
half tidal cycle. 
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show that the model is sensitive to changes in 
5 when 1 < F' < 3. Thus , care must be taken in choosing K for certain 
model parameter isat ions. 
7.8 Energy in the model 
As already described the model computes, at each time step, the total en-
ergy associated with the internal waves (equation 7.16). Unlike qm there is 
[lo clear and obvious behaviour for maximum E in the F',S plane due to 
its strong dependence on the square of the max imum wave height and the 
density difference between the two layers Ap. For the purposes of comparing 
real wave energies, as observed in the Tamar, and those predicted by the 
model it is simplest to resort to individual model parameterisat ions. 
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Chapter 8 
Modelling observed 
phenomena 
The phenomena described in Chapters 4 and 5 were very different. The neap 
tide observations depicted the formation and evolution of a non-breaking 
internal wave, while the spring tide observations described an internal wave 
which grew until it interacted with the bed, and then broke in situ. An 
attempt has been made to reproduce these behaviours using the numerical 
model described in general terms in Chapter 7. 
The numerical simulations are in general agreement with the observa-
tions, but there are some differences. The model shows an abihty to predict 
maximum wave heights and energies, in particular, but cannot reproduce 
fully the nonlinear behaviour present in the Tamar, manifest as wave growth 
through steepening. 
The general response of the model is discussed first, for each observation 
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set, with a brief direct comparison of observations and predictions for the 
neap case only. Individual wave a t t r ibutes are discussed in detail. A set of 
concluding remarks are included. 
8.1 Modelling the neap tide observations 
8.1.1 Mode l configuration 
The model configuration corresponding to the set of conditions, measured 
i:)n 6 November 1989, is as follows: •Ip = Idhgrn'"^. hi — Im, H = 4n2, 
ill = 0. l5, A i = lOm, A' = 4 0 m 2 s - S B = om and Q = O.Ol., Note 
that Q = 0.01 gives a topographic length scale of 2L = LOOOm in this case. 
.A.fter the November 1989 fieldwork the Cargreen site was more extensively 
surveyed. It was found that although the seaward slope of the bed depression 
had a length scale of 250 - 300m, as previously assumed, the length of the 
landward slope was nearer to 500 - 600m. Since it is felt that on an ebb 
stream the landward slope is the dominant feature in determining wave size 
and shape, a was fixed at a = 0.01. 
Changes in water depth with tidal motions are not included in this model 
and so H = Am reflects the mean shallow water depth between high water 
and low water. Similarly, hi = im reflects the est imated mean depth of the 
upper layer. 
The barotropic tidal flow was modelled in two ways. Firstly, a sinusoidal 
function u = —uosinut was used. Figure 8.1 shows the fit of this sinusoidal 
tide to the observed magnitude of the depth averaged velocity, u. UQ was 
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set to 0.5m5~^ and u) was fixed at a value corresponding to a 12.4 hour 
tidal period. The time of predicted high water on 6 November 1989 was 
10:00, but the sinusoidal approximate has u = 0 at 11:00. There was a lack 
of observations before 11:20 and after 15:40. (The results show that this 
approximation is adequate in representing u). Secondly, the model was run 
using u itself as the barotropic tidal forcing, u was extrapolated linearly 
from the first observation to i2 = 0 at 10:00, and from the last observation 
to u = 0 at 17:00. 
8.1.2 General description 
The behaviour of the model, for both forcing modes, can be summarised in 
general terms. 
From the initial state of no barotropic flow, and an undisturbed interface, 
a wave grows over the bed depression, with increasing tidal current. This 
is manifest as a downward displacement of the density interface over the 
landward shelf and slope of the bed depression. 
During this growth phase the level of the interface upstream of the bed 
depression is lowered from the relaxed position, and in the downstream 
direction is raised. 
The wave attains its maximum height at 15:04 (real forcing) and 15:10 
(sine forcing) - about 1 hour after maximum barotropic flow. The model 
wave continues to grow in height after maximum streemi through nonlinear 
steepening as an adjustment to the slackening barotropic flow. 
When the barotropic forcing falls to a sufficiently low level the wave 
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Figure 8.1: The magnitude of the depth averaged velocity, measured at "45" 
on 6 November 1989, plotted with the sinusoidcil approximation used in the 
model. 
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propagates upst ream - away from the bed depression. In doing so the wave 
ampli tude is a t t enua ted and the wavelength increases considerably. This 
occurs at 16:00 - 16:45. 
Qualitatively this behaviour matches the observations. The model pre-
dicts the formation and evolution of a leewave in the manner described by 
JMcLKworthy (1979) and Lee & Beardsley (1974) (without fission into solitary 
waves). Quanti tat ively there are some differences between the model and 
observations. The model wave a t t r ibutes are discussed separately in the 
following sections. 
8.1.3 Direct comparison with observat ions 
Direct comparisons of the model predictions of the position of the interface, 
and the observed position of the thermocline, are presented for three different 
t imes. The echograms provide the observed behaviour. These show the bed 
and the "raw" thermocline, i.e. not one that has been reconstructed. The 
three times chosen reflect different phases in the waves evolution. The first, 
at 13:15, corresponds to the first observed maximum in the wave height. 
The second, at 15:15, corresponds to the second observed maximum in the 
wave height, after maximum stream. The third, at 16:45, corresponds to 
the fined observation, when the wave height in the model, and in reaUty, has 
decayed. For this comparison, only the sine forcing mode results are used. 
The comparison using the real forcing mode results is very similar. 
13:15 - the time of the first observed maximum wave height. 
Figure 8.2 shows a schematic diagram of acoustic backscatter for the 13:15 
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t ransect . The echogrcim for this t ransect was traced showing the outUne of 
midwater backscatter events, the bed and the water surface. Included in this 
figure, as small circles, are the model predictions of the interface level, and 
the position of the ideaUsed bed, at the fixed stations (e.g. "CH" , " VA", and 
" R H " etc.) . ^fote that in this figure the horizontcd scale is linear with time, 
and not distance. Subsequently the smooth model bed seems distorted. 
The model topography is a good representation of the bed near the centre 
of the depression, but does not ma tch the observed bed either landward 
or seaward of this centre. The model bed is symmetrical longitudinally 
about the centre of the depression. Because the bed at Cargreen is not 
symmetrical , as discovered in the survey, a match is only possible on the 
landward slope. However, since the Tamar bed also varies considerably 
transversely in the main channel, ( there being a ridge that sticks out from 
the Devon bank) , there are echograms in which the ideahsed model bed does 
not match even the landward slope. This is one such echogram. 
Nevertheless, the model predicts an internal wave which is in quali tat ive 
agreement with the observations. The model underpredicts the thermocline 
displacement, in the region of max imum displacement (for reasons discussed 
later) by aboiit 50%. The position of the wave trough is predicted to be 
in approximately the same position as that observed. The observed wave 
trough was rather broad and its position was hard to locate exactly. 
15:15 - the time of the second observed maximum wave height. 
Figure 8.3 shows the schematic d iagram of acoustic backscatter and model 
predictions for the 15:15 transect . The model predictions for thermocline 
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Figure 8.2: The schematic diagram of acoustic backscatter and model pre-
dictions, from transect 7 at 13:15 on 6 November 1989. 
displacement are much better than at 13:15. The small circles (model) lie 
mostly on or a round the region indicated as being the thermocline. The 
wave trough in reality is broader than the prediction, along the estuary 
axis. This leads to a more easily defined wave t rough position in the model. 
Overall the agreement is very good. 
16:45 - the fined observation. 
Figure 8.4 depicts the model predictions and the schematic acoustic backscatt-
ter at L6:45 on 6 November 1989. The thermocline displacement is again 
underpredicted for most of the length of the wave by about 50%, and the 
wave trough position is predicted to be much further landward than actually 
occurred (in fact more landward than the region depicted in figure 8.4). This 
suggests that the model allows the wave to progress too quickly upstream, 
at the expense of a t tenuat ion. At this stage the model wave trough is also 
very broad, in the longitudinal direction, but still not as broad as the real 
trough. 
8.1.4 Resu l t s and comparison 
The model predictions, for the whole of the period of the 6 November 1989 
study, are separated into various wave a t t r ibutes and discussed in detail 
separately. 
Wave height 
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 depict the maximum thermocline displacement (or wave 
height), T]o, derived from the echograms and thermal maps , together with the 
model predictions for the sine forcing and real forcing modes, respectively. 
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Figure 8.3: The schematic diagram of acoustic backscatter and model pre-
dictions, from transect 12 at 15:15 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 8.4: The schematic diagram of acoustic backscatter and model pre-
dictions, from transect 18 at 16:45 on 6 November 1989. 
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Figure 8.5: Observed maximum thermocline displacement and interfacial 
displacement from the model forced with a sinusoidal barotropic tide, for 6 
November 1989. 
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Figure 8.6: Observed mautimum thermocline displacement and interfaurial 
displacement from, the model forced with the reail barotropic tide, for 6 
November 1989. 
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Overall there is good qualitative agreement between the model and ob-
servations, after 14:30, and between the model results for the two forcing 
modes. The model predicts a growth in f/o from zero at time f = 0 to a 
maximum (70 — 2.1m) at approximately 15:10 (sine forcing) and 15:04 (real 
forcing), ( - ^ ~ 0.45m/iour~^). After the maximum is attained the wave 
height decays rather rapidly, for both forcing modes, to 70 - 0.67m at 16:45. 
In the case of the sinusoidal tide the maximum stream is at 14:06, yet the 
wave grows up to and beyond this time. The reason for this is nonlinear 
steepening of the wave in the slackening stream. The same is true for the 
real forcing, despite there being two maxima In the tidal stream. 
The model predicts the second observed maximum wave height well, for 
both forcing modes, (given the 0.2m uncertainty in the observed qo). There 
is a large discrepancy between the model and the observations before 14:30. 
The observed wave growth was rapid, even at low barotropic tided flow, 
("^ :i 0.67mhour'^). At low tidal stream the model wave is not allowed 
to steepen rapidly, as the diffusive attenuation is too large. At large tidal 
stream the balance between steepening and attenuation was reaUstic. The 
diffusion problem will be referred to again later in this chapter, and solutions 
and alternatives will be discussed. 
The differences in the model results from the two modes of forcing are 
subtle. The sine forcing gives a marginally larger wave, about 0.2m larger, 
from 12:00 to 15:05. The predicted time of maximum wave height and the 
maximum height itself are in close agreement, and the wave decay after 
16:00 is virtually identical. 
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At about 13:00 to 13:15 there is a slight increase in wave height , for 
the real forcing case, which is a t t r ibu tab le to the first dramatic peak in u. 
Obviously the model is trying to respond to this change in u. At 15:45, 
after the model wave starts decaying, u undergoes another increase and the 
model responds by slowing the ra te of decay. This also corresponds to a 
"shoulder" in the observations curve. 
The model overpredicts the final decay rate of the wave from 16:00 to 
16:45. 
In summary, the first observed maximum wave height is not represented 
in the model, but the second max imum wave height, after the time of max-
imum stream, is represented very well (certainly within the measurement 
error in qo)- The real forcing mode replicates some of the more subtle be-
haviour in the observed T]O-
Wave energy 
Figures 8.7 (sine forcing) and 8.8 (real forcing) show the wave energy ob-
servations and model results. There is good qualitative agreement between 
the model and observations, after 14:30, and between the results from the 
two forcing modes. The wave energy behaviour is similar to that of wave 
height, as would be expected due to its dependence on TJQ^. 
The model results from the two modes reproduce the second observed en-
ergy maximum (:: 220fc,/m"^), after maximum stream, but fail to replicate 
the first observed maximum. 
The model results from the two modes of forcing are essentially the 
same, but have slight differences. The real forcing mode, as in the case of 
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Figure 8.7: Observed wave energy on 6 November 1989, together with the 
predictions from the model in the sine forcing mode. 
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Figure 8.8: Observed wave energy on 6 November 1989, together with the 
predictions from the model in the real forcing mode. 
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T7o, produces small veiriations in wave energy which are linked to variations 
in u. The most notable of these is the lessening of the wave energy decay at 
15:45, which also seems to occur in the observations. 
After 14:30 both model results give a very good fit to the data , with 
the real forcing mode performing better. The observed wave energy has an 
uncertainty of the order of ±50^ 'ym~ ' at its max imum value. 
Wave trough position 
Figures 8.9 (sine forcing) and 8.10 (real forcing) show the observed wave 
trough position plotted against the model predictions. The trough positiuii is 
measured in metres landward of "CH". The uncertainty in the observations 
is ±60m. 
Up to about 16:15 there is very good agreement between both model 
modes and between the model and the da ta . The wave trough holds a steady 
position 200 - 2 5 b m landward of "CH". After 16:15 the model predicts that 
the wave should propagate landward from " C H " , in response to the rapidly 
slackening ebb. From 16:15 to 16:45 the model wave propagates about 800m 
upst ream - a speed of about OAims'^. In the same period the observed wave 
remained between 300m and 400m upst ream of " C H " . 
The reasons for this difference are not obvious. In reality the water 
depth dropped to about 3m outside the bed depression and 8m over the 
depression, at 16:45. This behaviour is absent from the model. Also, the 
model overpredicts the decay of the wave height from 16:00 to 16:45. This 
may be linked to the predicted propagation speed. The {KUxx) formulation 
of the diffusive a t tenuat ion allows waves to exist and propagate in the model 
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Figure 8.9: Observed wave trough position, on 6 November 1989, together 
with the results predicted by the model in the sine forcing mode. 
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Figure 8.10: Observed wave trough position, on 6 November 1989, together 
with the results predicted by the model in the real forcing mode. 
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at the expense of a t tenuat ion . The behaviour from 16:00 to 16:45 may be 
a manifestation of this. The observed wave height did not decay so rapidly 
after 16:00, and may not have been able to move away quickly from " C H " . 
Majcimum baroclinic tide (shear) 
Between 14:45 and 16:45 the maximum baroclinic t ide, (ui -^2)1 is predicted 
to be 400m to 500m seaward of "CH" , for both forcing modes. At 14:45 
(ui - U2) = 0.16m5~^, and this increases to its max imum of (ui — U2) = 
0.2m5~' at 16:45. The thermocline thickening, which was first observed 
near "RH" (:^ 250 - 300m seaward of "CH") , and which spread landward 
to engulf the whole wave trough by 16:45, was a direct result of enhanced 
shear across the tliermocline. That the model should predict the area near 
"RH" to be the region of largest shear is encouraging. 
Wavelength 
The model predictions for wavelength are very similar in the two forcing 
modes. The model calculates the 10% wavelength - the length of the in-
terface which is d is turbed from its initial level by more than 10% of the 
maximum displacement. The wavelength is predicted to be about 1000m 
up to 15:30 when it reaches 1200m. It then grows rapidly to 1500m at 16:00, 
2100m at 16:30 and 2400m at 16:45. The rapid growth in wavelength in the 
latter stages is associated with the decay in wave height and movement of 
the wave trough landward, i.e. the wave in the model propagates out of the 
bed depression as a long wave of small ampUtude after 16:00. 
The observations indicated a wavelength of about 500m for most of the 
survey period, with an increase to 800m at 16:45. However, there was little 
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observational coverage landward of the bed depression, because of the falling 
water depth and fear of damaging the Spar. The observed wavelength is 
almost definitely a gross underest imate (see Chapte r 4, Section 4.5.3). This 
wavelength cannot be compared to the models prediction of 2400m, as the 
observed wave did not evolve and progress far ups t ream. 
8.1.5 S u m m a r y 
For the configuration corresponding to the set of neap tide observations, the 
numerical model is able to predict successfully the maximum wave height, 
maximum energy and position of the wave trough, for most (if the observed 
period. The behaviour of the model at the beginning of the tidal stream, and 
toward the end of the tide are at odds with the observations. Specifically, the 
model underpredicts the wave height, for both forcing modes. This is almost 
certainly due to the way in which diffusive a t t enua t ion is parameterised. The 
model does not allow rapid wave growth and forces waves to decay quickly 
after the tidal s t ream relaxes sufficiently. 
Nonlinear steepening appears to be an impor tan t process in governing 
wave growth immediately after the maximum tidal s t ream has been reached. 
The wavelength predicted by the model is at least twice as large as that 
estimated from the observations, but the observed wavelength was almost 
certainly grossly underest imated, because of the lack of landward coverage 
with the echosounder and Spar. 
The predicted position of maximum shear is in agreement with the ob-
served location of the onset of vigorous vertical mixing. 
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The non-dimensional variable set corresponding to this configuration, 
with sinusoidal forcing, is: ^ = 0.25, F' = 2.51, 5 = 0.2 and R = 0.113. 
The maximum non-dimensional wave height achieved from this configura-
tion was ^ = 0.52. The two non-dimensional analyses presented in Chap-
ter 7 had H = 5m, ^ = 0.2 or 0.4, R small compared to 5 and F', and 
a = 0.02. Nevertheless, those analyses predicted that the value of ^ should 
lie between 0.4 and 0.9. The non-dimensional analyses, and this neap con-
figuration, predicted that the model should produce only one wave height 
maximum with time. The observations clearly showed that there were two. 
This difference is thought to be linked to the diffusive attenuation, and is 
discussed later in this chapter. 
8.2 Modelling the spring tide observations 
8.2.1 Model configuration 
Modelling the spring tide observations is quite different to the neap case, in 
one important aspect. The spring observations indicated a wave breaking 
in situ over the topography. The model has no physics in it which allows for 
wave breaking. The nearest state that this model can achieve is runaway 
growth in r] or if, and model failure. 
A model configuration which adequately represents the spring observa-
tions is hard to define. The stratification especially changed dramatically 
during the spring tide study. The Tamar did not resemble a two layer fluid 
and the density difference between bottom and surface waters, Ap, was not 
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constant . In addition, the upper layer depth , hi, varied and the overall wa-
ter depth , H, decreased considerably with time. A compromise is achieved 
in the following set of variables: At — 0 .1^, d i = 10m, K = 40m-5~^, 
B = 5m, Q = O.Ol, hi = 2m and H = 4m. The model was run for different 
values of Ap. 
As in the neap case the model was. tidally forced, using both the mag-
nitude of the depth averaged velo.city observed at "45" and a sinusoidal 
approximation (see figure 8 1 1 ) . The sine function, u = -uosinut, was 
evaluated with UQ = 0 . 6 8 m 5 " ' , u; corresponding to a tided period of 12.4 
hours, and u = 0 at 08:00 (i.e. I hour after predicted high water) . 
In the real forcing mode u was extrapolated to u = 0 at 07:00 and 14:00. 
8.2.2 General descr ipt ion 
The behaviour of the model, for both forcing modes and for all values of Ap, 
can be summarised in the same way as for the neap case. A wave grows over 
the bed depression with the increasing barotropic tidal current . The level 
of the interface is lowered on the upst ream side of the depression and raised 
on the downstream side. The wave at ta ins its maximum height around 
13:30 - about 2.5 hours after maximum barotropic flow, ( ^ 2r 0.9mhour~^ 
from zero stream to 13:30). The model wave continues to grow in height 
after maximum st ream through nonlinear steepening, as an adjustment to 
the slackening barotropic flow. When the barotropic forcing diminishes suf-
ficiently the wave propagates upstream, out of the region of the bed de-
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Figure 8.11: The magnitude of the depth averaged velocity, measured at 
"45" on 15 November 1989, and the sinusoidcil approximation used in the 
model. 
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pression. In doing so the wave amphtude is a t t enua ted and the wavelength 
increases considerably. Unlike the neap case, there is relatively rapid growth 
in wave height with time, and a large wave height (near the level of the max-
imum) is maintained for a larger portion of the tidal s t ream. There is a more 
pronounced nonlinear response in the wave growth, than in the neap case. 
Qualitatively this matches the observations, up to 11:00. .-Vfter this the 
wave was observed to break via a hydraulic j u m p . Runaway growth in U 
or Tj is not observed in any of the numerical simulations. In each case a 
wave is formed which is allowed to evolve and propagate upstream, as in the 
conceptual model of Maxworthy (1979). Therefore only the observed wave 
height is discussed below in relation to the model results. 
8.2.3 Resu l t s and comparison 
There are not enough clear observations to make a direct cc:)mparison of 
interfacial position between the model and the echograms. Instead, it is more 
rewarding to concentrate on the wave height. From the echograms the wave 
heights have been measured at twenty minute intervals, from 10:00 to 11:00. 
There is a 20% error in these measurements. The modelled wave heights 
are depicted in figures 8.12 (sine forcing) and 8.13 (real forcing) with the 
observations. The model results for ^ = 0.003,0.006.0.008 are shown. It is 
impor tant to note that the two layer approximation became less appropriate 
during the period of observations. At 10:00 and 10:20 ^ = 0.006, at 10:40 
^ = 0.003 and at 11:00 ^ = 0.0025. The observations show tha t a wave 
p p 
  
grew on a thermocline whose structure itself was evolving. 
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Figure 8.12: Observed maximum thermocline displacement on 15 November 
1989, together with the predictions from the model in the sine forcing mode. 
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Figure 8.13: Observed mjixiinum thermocline displacement on 15 November 
1989, together with the predictions from the model in the real forcing mode. 
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Figure 8.12 shows tha t the observed wave grew rapidly from high water 
to a height of about 3m at 10:00 ( ^ - Imhour-^), then to 5.6m at 10:20 
( ^ - Smhour-^), 5.2m at 10:40 and finally 5.4m at 11:00 - the time of 
the first maximum in the ebb stream. Nonlinear steepening and growth of 
the wave in the decreasing strecun after 11:00 may have caused the wave 
to interact with the bed and break. The results from the model with sine 
forcing show a rapid growth in wave height from the t ime of zero stream, 
08:00. The lower values of — give the most rapid initial growth in wave 
height, but the larger values of — lead to the largest maximum wave heights. 
The time at which all values of — produced the same wave height is ab<.)Ut 
10:00. ^ = 0.008 provides the best overall fit to the observations, bv 
producing a maximum wave height of 5.5m. Unlike the neap case the model 
produces rapid wave growth early in the tidal stream. At 10:00 all values 
of —^ give realistic values of rjo- From 10:00 to 11:00 the model does not 
match the observed growth in rjo^ f"f any — . Again excessive a t tenuat ion 
in the model is believed to retard rapid growth, and presumably removes 
any tendency to runaway growth in U or T]. 
Figure 8.13 depicts the observations and model results with real tidal 
forcing. This forcing mode gives similar predictions for the wave heights 
after 09:00. 
For both forcing modes, the same problem with a t tenuat ion , as occurred 
in the neap model, is in evidence after 10:00. At the maxima in the tidal 
s tream, and after, the model indicates tha t nonlinear steepening is again an 
impor tant feature. In part icular there is sustained and gradual wave growth 
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from 10:30 to 13:30. 
8.2.4 S u m m a r y 
In this spring tide configuration the model is able to reproduce the observed 
behaviour well up to the time when the wave was (.ibserved to break. The 
rapid early growth of the wave in particular is included in the predictions. 
The observations are equally well reproduced by both barotropic forcing 
modes. In both forcing modes —^  = 0.008 predicts the nearest q^ to that 
observed, even though in reaUty the maximum height was associated with 
smaller values of — . The effect achieved by having a wave grow on a ther-
mocline of large and time dependent density difference, cannot be replicated 
in the present model. 
The non-dimensional variables which characterise the model, for the sine 
forcing mode, were ^ = 0.5, and: 
e : ^ = 0.003, F' = 0.25, S = 0.15, R = 0.083, giving ^ = 0.99 
p 
• :^ = 0.006, F' = 0.51, 5 = 0.15, R = 0.083, giving ^ = 1.27 
p 
. ^ ' ' -= 0.008, F' = 0.68, 5 = 0.15, R = 0.083, giving ^ = 1.37. 
These non-dimensional variables were not represented in the earlier analy-
ses. However, with ^ = 0.5 and such small values of F' and 5 , the large 
maximum wave heights produced are hardly surprising. The model does 
not produce, in these configurations, any double wave maxima with time, 
or failure through runaway growth in q or U. 
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8.3 Conclusions 
8.3.1 Neap tide 
The model is able to predict the observed second maximum in wave height 
and energy, wave trough position and the location of most intense shear. 
It is unable to reproduce the observed first maximum in wave height and 
energy. The reason for this is the models inability to produce rapid growth 
in wave height, especially at low barotropic tidal flow. 
8.3.2 Spring tide 
The model is able to predict the observed rapid growth in wave height up to 
10:00. but fails to match the more rapid growth after 10:00. The observed 
maximum wave height is reproduced when the assumption — = 0.008 is 
made. 
8.3.3 Strengths and Deficiencies 
This model is a first order numerical model. The intention was that it 
should provide a first attempt at reproducing the hydrodynamic behaviour 
at Cargreen, by treating the estuary as a simple hydraulic channel, enclosing 
a two layer fluid. 
This model was chosen because of its success in reproducing internal 
tides at the leirger scales of the continental shelf-break region (Pingree et 
al., 1983; Heathershaw et al., 1987). It is also successful in this Tamar 
configuration, in that it predicts the gross behaviour of the internal density 
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interface well, under two extremely different conditions. 
The two most obvious successes are the prediction of max imum wave 
heights and the position of the region of most intense shear (at neaps) . The 
two most obvious inadequacies are the failure to reproduce rapid growth 
in wave heights and the wave breaking at springs (although these can be 
viewed as part of the same problem). 
The parameterisation of diffusive a t tenuat ion is highlighted as being par-
ticularly weak. This should be no surprise. At the small scales of the Tamar 
Estuary at Cargreen, with its extremely nonlinear baroclinic behaviour, and 
small scale but vigorous mixing mechanisms, there is no physical justification 
for using {KUxx), with constant A', to represent turbulent diffusion. .More 
reahstic behaviour might be achieved by assuming a relationship between A' 
and U, for example, or as some authors have suggested, a Richardson num-
ber dependency on K (Hamilton & Rat t ray, 1978). VVilmott & Edwards 
(1987) suggest making K a function of z thus Unking the degree of diffusive 
a t tenuat ion to topography. As yet there is no physical justification for any 
parameterisat ion of diffusive a t tenua t ion . 
The numerical model described in Chapter 7 is based on the nonlinear 
finite amphtude shallow water equations. These equations have dep th inte-
grated velocity and pressure variations and are thus hydrostatic. Frequency 
dispersive effects are not included in these equations. (Frequency dispersion 
describes the effect of different frequency components moving with different 
phase speeds). Some authors (e.g. Lee & Beardsley, 1974; LighthiU, 1978; 
and Baines, 1982) have suggested tha t the impor tan t physics, in rapid wave 
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growth and evolution, is a baleince between nonlinear steepening (ampli tude 
dispersion) and frequency dispersion. Equations such as the Korteweg-de 
Wies equation and the Boussinesq equations include frequency dispersion, 
with a te rm which has the form of (u^xt)) where u is a depth integrated layer 
velocity (VVhitham, 1974). 
Frequency dispersion is not likely to have a large role at the beginning 
of wave development, while it has small ampUtude and is not steepened. So, 
nonlinear growth and steepening may be initially rapid. .\s a wave steepens 
the dispersive effect will increase and eventually may balance the steepening, 
(as well as other effects, such as diffusion and dissipation). In the present 
model the balance is between diffusion and nonlinear steepening alone. The 
inclusion of frequency dispersion may have the effect of producing more 
realistic behaviour in wave growth. 
Future extensions to this model may be the inclusion of dispersive ef-
fects, a new formulation for diffusion, and the specification of more realistic 
topography. 
Future models might also need to include some or all of the following: 
3-dimensioncil topography and vertical and lateral variations in velocity and 
density, a more realistic thermocline (i.e. finite thickness), a scheme for 
introducing buoyancy, tidal range, and vertical diffusion of density. 
The addition of tidal range in the model by having either (a) a rigid 
surface which rises and falls sinusoidally in parallel with the oscillating 
barotropic tide, or (b) a rigid surface which oscillates vertically, and in 
so doing drives a barotropic current through a pressure gradient , might be 
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an interesting future extension to the equations and model used here. For 
simplicity these effects were not included in the current model, but the data 
suggest that they may be important, especially at spring tides. 
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Chapter 9 
Discussion 
9.1 Observations 
9.1.1 Neap tide stiuly 
The observations made on 6 November L989 depicted the formation and 
evolution of an internal wave, through the interacti(.)ii of the stratified tidal 
flow of the Tamar with the bed depression at Cargreen. The variability in 
the ebb stream had a profound effect on the wave height, causing nonlinear 
steepening and wave growth twice in the slackening ebb, after a max imum 
in seaward velocity had passed. The generation mechanism was essentially 
the same as that proposed by the McLXworthy (1979) conceptual model de-
scribed in Chapter 4, and similar to the many observations of internal wave 
formation on the shelf edge, in fjords and in estuaries, described in Chapte r 
2. 
The wave did not propagate far ups t ream in the observation period, as 
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may have been expected. Rather , the wave mainta ined a position over the 
Icindward slope of the bed depression, dissipating energy through enhanced 
turbulent diffusion along the length of the thermocline, but mostly at the 
trough and in its seaward end. The most similar large scale topographic 
feature to this, Hudson Canyon (Hotchkiss & Wunsch, 1982), also seems to 
concentrate internal wave energy dissipation at the head of the landward 
slope. 
The max imum internal wave energy density during the study period was 
2 2 0 i J m " ' , along the trough length. This accounted for 10(±2.5)% of the 
energy density of the barotropic tide. This is in good agreement with esti-
mates for the shelf edge (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1). At statii.ms "VA" and 
"RH" internal wave induced mixing was observed to increase the potential 
energy of the water colunui by 44Jm~^ in 2 hours. The loss of internal wave 
energy density at the same time was 170 J m " - . The efficiency of conversion 
of internal wave energy to potential energy, was then 2 6 ( - 6 ) % . This es-
t imate is in excellent agreement with those obtained from laboratory and 
theoretical studies, presented in table 2.2. The rate of internal wave energy 
dissipation was 170Jm""^ in 2 hours, or ^ 2.4 x 10"-l l ' 'm~^. This estimate 
is in good agreement with the estimates from the shelf edge, presented in 
table 2.1. The efficiency of transfer from barotropic tidal energy density to 
increased potent ial energy density was 2% to 3.3%. This is about half of the 
average 5.6% transfer quoted by Stigebrandt & Aure (1989), (see Chapter 
2, Section 2.3), for Norwegicin Qords. 
These est imates, which the author believes to be the first of their kind 
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for an estuary, indicate that the internal wave observed on 6 November 1989 
had the same essential hydrodynamic behaviour as internal tides at the shelf 
edge and in fjords. Although of a smaller scale, it appeared to extract energy 
from the barotropic tide and dissipate energy to mixing at the same rate as 
internal tides on the shelf edge. The 6 November L989 internal wave does 
not seem comparable to fjord internal tides in this respect. The reason for 
this may lie in the very different stratification, topography and tidal range of 
the fjord environment. .More estimates are required in estuaries for a fairer 
comparison. 
The internal wave induced mixing was oidy evident f(.ir 2 to 3 hours dur-
ing the ebb stream. This phenomenon must be regarded as an intermit tent 
C(.intributor to mixing, but its longevity was remarkable. The mean depth 
averaged water speed from 14:45 to 16:45 was 0.4ms ' . Thus , ^ SArm of the 
estuary might have been affected by this enhanced mixing event. 
9.1.2 Spring tide s t u d y 
Initially the response of the thermocline to the tidal forcing over the Car-
green bed depression, on 15 November 1989, was similar to that of the neap 
tide study - a wave grew on the thermocline over the landward slope of the 
bed depression. However, in a rapidly increasing ebb stream and decreasing 
stratification, the wave grew until it interacted with the bed. In the slack-
ening flow, after the first max imum in the ebb stream, the wave grew in 
amplitude through nonlinear steepening, perhaps causing the observed hy-
draulic j ump . Hydraulic jumps have similarly been observed in fjords and 
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estuaries (see Chapter 2, Sections 2.3, 2.4). The maximum energy density 
of the internal wave, although not fully developed, was, before breaking in 
situ, 3 2 0 ( ± 9 6 ) f c 7 m " \ along the trough length. Compared to the barotropic 
tidal energy density, this represents a conversion efficiency of 2.5% to 5%. 
This is much less than in the neap tide case. It has been observed in fjords 
that internal hydraulic jumps are relatively inefficient in extracting energy 
from the barotropic tide compared to internal waves (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.3, e.g. Stacey, L98.5). Presumably this is because hydraulic jumps are 
waves which break in situ, unable to propagate upstream into a strong and 
increasing flow. 
There was no estimate of the transfer of energy density to mixing on 
this occasion. The acti<:in of the stnjng tidal s tream, and associated shear 
produced at the bed, led to destratification throughout the middle and upper 
Tamar . The relative contribution to mixing from this internal wave/hydraulic 
jump might therefore have been small. 
9.1.3 S u m m a r y and future d irect ions 
The observations (presented in Chapters 4,5 and 6) show tha t there are a 
variety of hydrodynamic responses possible at the Cargreen bed depression. 
The main difference between the neap and spring observations was that in 
one case (neap) a waveform was sustained over the depression during the 
whole of the study period, thus allowing for the possibility of continued 
extract ion of energy from the barotropic t ide, for mixing, while in the other 
case (spring) a waveform was not sustainable, because of the strong tidal 
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flow. As described in Chapte r 2, Section 2.4, Dyer & New (1986) found a 
similar qualitative difference in hydrodynamic behaviour in the Test Estuary, 
between a neap and spring t ide. 
Neap-spring modula t ions in stratification are common in estuaries (Haas, 
1977; Griffin & LeBlond, 1990) and the baroclinic response of an estuary 
must vary as a result. To what e.xtent internal waves and hydraulic jumps 
contribute to these neap-spring modulations is as yet nut known, but in the 
case of neap tides, it may be that they make a larger relative contribution 
to local mixing. From only a few da ta sets it is hard to generalise. 
The 16 November 1987 and 30 November 1987 studies, both neap tides, 
yielded estimates of the conversion efficiency of barotropic tidal energy den-
sity to internal wave energy density. These were 8% to 10% and 7% to 10%, 
respectively, again in good agreement with the shelf edge est imates. 
The 19 April 1989 observations highlighted what may be an important 
process, and a possible future direction for estuarine research. The billows 
detected by the echosounder were of height I - 1.5m and length -^  10m. The 
potential for mixing of these overturning instabilities may be high. Their 
presence on the thermocline, shown by many of the echograms in Chapter 4, 
suggests that they play some transit ional role in the development of internal 
shear driven turbulence and mixing (Thorpe, i987a). 
The 30 November 1987 observations show that soUtary wave formation, 
by fission from an initial lee wave, is possible, and may also play a transi-
tional role. This further shows tha t dispersion may be an impor tan t part of 
the physics in lee wave development. 
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The analysis performed in Chapter 6 a t t emp t s to unify some of the 
observed phenomena, in terms of an internal Froude number, F^. The sug-
gestion is made tha t a critical value of F^ —2-3 is appropriate , for the 
depression at Cargreen. Knowledge of variations in F,, in the neap-spring 
cycle, would allow estimates to be made of the varying importance of inter-
nal wave induced mixing, for a particular s tretch of estuary, associated with 
a topographic feature. Performing such an analysis for all the topography 
in an es tuary would perhaps yield an es t imate for the overall importance 
of these phenomena. How often F\ will exceed the critical value, thus al-
lowing waves to break in situ, depends on stratification and the magnitude 
of the tidal velocities, which in turn affect stratification. (The amplitude 
of the depth averaged speed is typically Q.oms'^ at neaps and 0.8m5"^ at 
springs). At present there is not sufficient da t a to est imate how often F; 
exceeds the critical value at Cargreen. As Thorpe (1987a) points out, there 
is the . . . 
. . . fundamental difficulty of es t imat ing the probabiUty of 
conditions favoring the development of any particular kind of 
instability. 
More measurements of individual wave events have to be made to confirm 
the critical value of F;, perhaps mid way between neaps and springs, and 
more est imates of energy conversion efficiencies need to be made, to add to 
the very encouraging results presented here. 
The Tamar Estuary has over 20 topographic pits and ridges (George, 
1975), which may be capable of interacting with the flow, to produce intense 
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mixing, in stratified conditions. Given tha t the distances between them are 
of order less than the tidaJ excursion, it is conceivable that on a flood or ebb 
s t ream, conducive to wave formation, nearly the whole stratified portion of 
the estuary may be affected by enhanced mixing. 
The survey method adapted for this research has worked well. In partic-
ular, the Estuarine Thermistor Speir developed for this purpose, has proved 
invaluable. However, there are refinements tha t could be made in making 
future observations. More landward and seaward coverage of the waves, if 
possible, would give bet ter estimates of energy, the undisturbed level of the 
thermocline, and the exact location of max imum shear and onset of vigorous 
mixing. Making velocity shear measurements on the longitudinal transects 
would provide essential additional information on Richardson number vari-
ations across and in the thermocline. 
The phenomena observed so far at Cargreen have had considerable 3-D 
structure. Future fieldwork may include an examination of transverse effects, 
flood s t reams, other topographic features (e.g. Beggars Island depression), 
the tides between neaps and springs, and eventually other estuaries. 
9.2 Modelling 
9.2.1 N e a p t ide s tudy 
For the neap tide study the numerical model is able to predict successfully 
the m a x i m u m wave height and energy, and position of the wave trough. 
The predicted position of maximum shear is in agreement with the observed 
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location of the onset of vigorous vertical mixing. The observed behaviour 
of the wave height with time is explainable in terms of variations in the 
depth averaged tidal velocity. The double maximum in wave height is not 
reproduced in the model and this is thought to be due to the particular 
parameterisation of diffusive attenuation, {KUxx), where K is held constant. 
Diffusive attenuation may be equally as strong at 1(3W and high tidal streams, 
which is probably not physically justifiable. 
9.2.2 Spring tide s tudy 
[n the spring tide study the model is able to predict the observed behaviour 
of the wave height more successfully than in the neap case. The rapid early 
growth of the wave is clearly predicted, but the subsequent steepening and 
more rapid growth, after which the wave was observed to be in contact 
with the bed, is not reproduced. Diffusive attenuation is again indicated as 
being particularly weak. The observed wave broke in situ, in the form of a 
hydraulic jump and the model is unable to simulate this reahstically, again 
due to the inclusion oi^KUxx) as the diffusive term. 
9.2 .3 S u m m a r y and future d irect ions 
To first order the model is successful at predicting maximum wave heights 
and energies. The latter was the primary aim of the modelling exercise. To 
be able to predict the maximum total internal wave energy density, associ-
ated with any topography, layer geometry, stratification and tided stream, 
now seems possible, to first order. (How that energy is dissipated and dis-
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tributed through mixing cannot be predicted by this model) . This may be a 
useful tool for modellers of estuary circulation, who wish to es t imate the en-
ergy associated with internal waves generated at any individual topographic 
feature. The secondeiry aims of the modelling, namely the reproduction of 
the more subtle observed behaviour, the wave trough position, wavelength, 
nonlinear steepening etc., have not been fully achieved. 
The priiblems encountered by using a constant coefficient of diffusion, 
K, might have been overcome by a different parameterisat ion, (see Chapter 
8. Section 8.3.3). but these are often not justifiable in physical terms. F'or a 
first order model the simple approach is the most appropriate. 
The inclusion of dispersion to balance nonlinear steepening may be the 
most interesting extensi(.in ta the model equations. This may allow soli-
tary wave formation (given a small enough grid spacing, !\x) and wave 
"breaking" - in model terms a runaway growth in T] or U for realistic forcing 
conditions. 
In future models the 3-D nature of the flow must be taken into account. 
9.3 Implications for estuarine circulation 
The flow over the depression at Cargreen has proved capable of generating 
vigorous mixing for at least 2 - 3 hours, during an ebb stream, on a neap tide. 
Presumably this may also be possible on a flood stream. On a spring tide 
the estuary destratified, through the action of the tidal s t ream and bo t tom 
shears, and mixing from internal waves was not observed. The Tamair has 
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many bed depressions and ridges, and under stratified conditions may be 
prone to mixing and par t ia l destratification, via internal wave mixing. A 
transfer of barotropic t idal energy to increased potential energy, via internal 
waves, is almost certainly not included in current models of the Tamar , or 
other estuaries. 
9.3.1 Comparison w i th external ly generated m i x i n g 
Externally generated mixing, resulting from large shears, primarily arising 
from the interaction of tidal velocities with the bed, dotninates the vertical 
turbulent salt flux in well mixed and partially mixed estuaries. A c(.>mpari-
son between bot tom generated mixing and internal wave mixing, estabUshes 
the relative importance of the lat ter in estuarine circulation. A precise cal-
culation of the rate of energy dissipated by the barotropic tide by frictional 
drag of the bed, Ef, is not possible for any of the da ta collected so far. How-
ever, an estimate can be made by making two assumptions: (i) the depth 
averaged barotropic t ide is sinusoidal with ampitude UQ, (ii) the friction at 
the bed can be characterised by a constant drag coefficient, Co- The rate 
of energy dissipation to turbulence is (Pugh, 1987) 
EF = ^CDPUO'' (9.1) 
per unit area. Co, the drag coefficient, is assumed to be -^  2 x lO""* (e.g. 
HoUoway, 1987; Sandst rom & Elliott, 1984), and p is the mean water density. 
For the neap tide s tudy (6 November 1989), where p = 1014t^m"*^ and 
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UQ = 0 . 5 m 5 ~ \ the barotropic tided dissipation ra te , to friction, is Ep = 
0.llWm~^. The energy density associated with the barotropic tide (see 
Chapter 4, Section 4.6), 8AkJm~^, is presumed dissipated in 12.4 hours, 
representing a total dissipation rate of 0.19H'm~^. The port ion of the total 
tidal energy dissipated through friction with the bed is 58%. The portion 
est imated to be converted to internal wave energy density is 10%. Thus 
internal waves produced over topography are probably not the primciry sink 
for tidal energy in this environment, but are still significant. 
For the observed spring conditions (Chapter 5, Section 5.4), UQ = 0 .68ms" ' , 
p = [OlGkgni'^ and Ep- = 0.64U'm~-. The tidally averaged total barotropic 
tided dissipation rate is est imated to be 0.18\Vm~-. The ratio of the tidal 
energy dissipation rate, caused by frictional drag, to the total dissipation 
rate , is 82%. It is thought that the internal wave, and subsequent hydraulic 
j u m p , accounted for little of the barotropic tidal energy (certainly relatively 
less than in the neap case). The above analysis indicates, tha t in the spring 
tide example, dissipation by interaction of the tide with the bed was the 
dominant process, and was relatively more important t han in the neap case. 
The Tamar at Cargreen was destined to destratification by externally gener-
ated mixing, and any mixing arising from baroclinic motions was probably 
far less than that from bed generated shear. 
9.3.2 T h e final word 
It is intuitive that stratified flow over estuary bed topography should lead 
to increased mixing. This thesis provides estimates t ha t show the energy 
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transfer from the barotropic tide to mixing, via internal waves, may be more 
important than previously assumed. 
The current wisdom in 1983 was summarised by the Natural Environ-
ment Research Council (NERC, 1983) in the following words: 
By using the largest available computers , models employing 
up to 10° grid points can be developed. With , say, 10 vertical 
layers a horizoiital resolution of 200 x 50 grid boxes is there-
fore possible, representing a resolution of less than ikm for UK 
estuaries. With this level of resolution the dependence on em-
pirical coefficients is minimised and a reaUstic simulation should 
be achieved of most significant processes with the exception of 
wind waves, internal waves and fronts. 
For meso-tidal or macro-tidal stratified estuaries with irregular topogra-
phy, intermittent internal wave induced mixing may be an impor tan t pro-
cess, whose effects are currently being abased or underest imated. Many 
more estimates need to be made, especially of the difference in the neap-
spring response, so tha t models can incorporate these effects, perhaps as a 
sub-grid scale process. 
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Abstraa 
The Estuahne Thermistor Spar arose out of a need to make 
temperature (and indirectly salinity) measurements in the 
Tamar Estuary. It consists of a 6m alloy tube to which are 
attached 16 temperature sensors, at 0.2Jm intervals. The 
structure is pushed ahead of a launch to obtain vertical 
temperature profiles of the thermocline. The instnusem is 
sampled at lOHz by a computer which stores the data for later 
analysis. The temperature sensors are thermistors embedded 
in resin and attached to water tight steel connectors. The 
thermistor and sensor properties, the circuitry and noise levels 
have been examined and analysed in order to detennine the 
useful resolution of the instrument. In preliminary tests the 
resolution has proved to be near the least significant bit of the 
ADC. namely O.0OS°C. The Estuarine Thermistor Spar has 
proved itself capable of showing rich and interesting struaures 
in the top 4m of the Tamar Estuary. 
1. Imroduaion 
Estuaries are often stratified vertically (or horizomally) in 
terms of salinity, and temperature. On any one occasion it is 
usual to find a strong correlation between salinity (measured 
as conductivity) and temperature. If the relationship is known, 
or can be simply determined, then salinity can be calculated 
from the measured temperature. The choice of measuring 
temperature rather than salinity directly was made on the 
basis of praaicality. economy and venatility. It is abo hoped 
that this instrument can be used in other environments, where 
temperature signals are much more dominant 
In order to measure adequately the temperature structure of 
estuarine stratiTication it is necessary to resolve small 
temperature changes. Typically the temperature may vary 
from the surface to 4m below by l°C. A typical vertical 
temperature gradient might be 
SL =0.2° Cm"' 
az 
It is also useful to be able to measure rapid changes in 
temperature and to measure these changes with small vertical 
resolution. For example, between two points spaced 0.2Sm 
apart there may be a temperature difTerence of O.OS°C. An 
instrument must be capable of a resolution much better than 
this. In the Tamar Estuary internal waves have heights that are 
typically I to 4 metres. To resolve these features well the 
vertical spacing of measurements must be less than O.Sm. 
Turbulence events occur on many time scales, and a temporal 
resolution of one second or less is required to witness some of 
the smaller events. The simultaneity of these measurements is 
vital for an understanding of processes invoWing the breaking 
of internal waves, and the turbulence and mixing that is 
produced. 
An instrument which fitted these criteria partially was the lOS 
Towed Thermistor Spar". It was a spar mounted on a 
catamaran towed from a moving ship. The spar was fitted with 
thennistots at approximately Im intervals, a forward looking 
sonar and a pressure sensor. The spar was lOm long and was 
held vertical by a weight at its lower end. This spar provided 
valuable data on bubble clouds and thermal structure in Loch 
Ness and in the open ocean, but its suitability for work in 
shallow water was doubtful, as it was too long and bulky. 
Theitasic design and performance of the lOS spar was sound, 
however, and in November 1987 it was decided to build a 
lighter, smaller, more manoeuvreable version for use in 
estuaries, incorporating innovations appropriate to that 
environment. The Estuarine Thermistor Spar is only 6m long 
and has 16 thermistors mounted at 22cm intervals. It can be 
pushed along in the water attached either at the front or to the 
side of a medium sized launch, out of the vessels wake. 
The design specification for the spar arose out of a set of 
complementary but sometimes conflicting criteria. The length 
of the spar was chosen to be 6m as this was felt to be long 
enough to catch most of the interesting activity in the 
thermocline, but was not too long to make it unmanoeuvre-
able in the water when deployed. A sensor spacing of 0.22m is 
small enough to allow resolution of features like waves, and 
turbulence arising from them, but not so dose as to make the 
instrument cost prohilntive. Other design specifications also 
arose out of similar needs for complement and compromise 
(see later). 
2. Physical sprdfictti ion 
2.1 Spar and cradle 
The spar consists of a 6m length of alloy scaffold tube, of 
diameter Sent, with sensor mountings pop rivetted onto one 
edge such that all sensors point in the same direction. When 
deployed 2m of the tube are out of the water. The sensors are 
bolted onto the mountings and the cables which connect to the 
sensor circuitry and ADC device run along the inside of the 
spar passing in through small holes in its leading edge and out 
through the top of the tube. A short length of tube is connected 
to the spar by a swivel coupler near the bottom to form a 
crucifix for attachment to the cradle and launch, see Figure I. 
The cradle is a continually evolving structure made mostly 
from alloy scaffold tubes, fittings and nylon ropes, which 
performs the function of keeping the spar rigidly upright in the 
water ahead of the wake from the launch, see Figure 2. When 
the spar is deployed the sensors are protected by means of long 
sections of plastic pipe which allow water to flow past the 
sensors freely but protect them from drifting debris and 
collision damage. 
2.2 Comecton 
The sensors have stainless steel connectors which house gold 
plated two pin plugs. The water tight seal is effected by 
compressible bungs which are expanded in the sted housings 
'Institiits of Marina Studies. Polytseftnie South Wect Plymouth. UK. 
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Fig. I: The whole spar out of the water showing alii S sensors Fig. 2: The spar and cradle onRV Catfish 
Fig. 3: The connectors which make a watertight housing for the 
two pin gold-plated plugs 
Fig. 4: The therrnistors embedded in Spikote resin 
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when (he elearical connection has been made (see Figure 3). 
2.3 Sensor consiniction 
The thermistois are embedded in a body of Epikote resin 
such that their connecting leads are soldered to the male two 
pin plugs, and their bodies are exposed to the environment. In 
turn the two pin plugs and the resin mouldings are attached to 
the stainless steel housings. In this configuration the sctaon 
have an insulation resistance, in sea water, of lO'fl or higher 
(see Figure 4). 
3. Circuiiry and components 
The variation of resistance with temperature of the chosen 
thermistors is monitored by conditioning circuits as an 
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fig. 5:7he Wheatstone bridge which provides e linear 
relationship between resistance and temperature from the 
thermistor. 
intermediate step to analogue to digital conversion by a 
microcomputer. The Fenwal Oceanographic sub-mini probe 
thermistors are each arranged in a Wheatstone bridge, with 
the other bridge resistances chosen such that the bridge is 
balanced at IO°C and has a linear relationship between 
output voltage and temperature (see Figure 3). This 
relationship was determined by fitting a curve of the form 
Rr=Ae'^ 
(othe manufanuren supplied RrvsT data, see Figure6. This 
is the expected relationship between R rand T for this type of 
thermistor. The curve fitteilexaaly at T = 5.15°C. and the fit 
was to within 0.1 % of the quoted R r values elsewhere in the 
range 0 - 20° C. A.B were determined by simple arithmetic. 
Having derived the constants A.B the bridge equation 
Rr+R, 
R^  = 
R4 + R. 
output 
was solved assuming that Ri = Ri and that R4 = Rr i^o-r = 
27642(1 The bridge equation was solved for a range of values 
of Ri. R< until the best linear relationship of Ri. Ri = ISkfl 
was found. In this way the signal from the seinor was made to 
be essentially linear with temperature, facilitating easy 
calibration and with little loss in bridge sensitivity, as Ri. Ri 
are fairiy close to Rr. R4 in value. 
The bridge output has to be amplified before analogue to 
digital conversion and arranged such that the final 
conditioned signal ranges from 0 - IV for the chosen full 
temperature range 0 - 20° C. The complete circuit diagram a 
Fig. 6: The manufacturers tiuoted behaviour of resistarKeRr 
with temperature T 
shown in Figure 7. The bridge voltage supply was chosen to 
be about 0.2V at a low current to minimise noise, (see later). 
The last stage of the circuit for each thermistor is an aaive 
alternate Butterwonh filter which passes low frequency 
signals, but which filters out high frequencies^. The cut off 
frequency is determined using the formula 
f, = (2irRV^^)" 
Figure 8 shows the filter circuit. The values currently in use 
are R = 220kl). ci = O.I»if. c; = 0.22iil giving a cut off 
fig. 7: The conditioning circuit 
frequency (-3db frequency) off, = 4.88 Hz. The roll off of the 
filler is - 12db per decade, which is adequately sharp, 
assuming there are few fluctuations due to noise around fo 
The choice of f, was not arbitrary, but is complementary to 
the sampling rate of the AIXT aiul prevents aliasing errors. 
3.1 Thermistors 
The thermistor probes themselves are pairs of glass 
encapsulated thermistors of high stability (0.0S° C change per 
year maximum). The probes are interchangeable as their Rr 
vs Tcurves aresupposed to be identical. In practice, however. 
the whole device will need re-intercalibration after such a 
change. 
The response time of the thermistors (the time taken to 
respond by I - e ' ' ofthe temperature change applied) and the 
dissipation constant (the power required to raise the 
thermistor temperature by l°C in a specified environment) 
given by the manufacturers are shown in Table 1. The 
dissipation constant has a bearing on the noise level of the 
probes and hence their resolution, as discussed later. The time 
constant must be taken into'consideration when choosing a 
sampling rate for analogue to digital conversion, and is also 
linked to f„ 
PreUminary tests have shown the time constant to differ from 
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Fig. 8: The anti-aliasing filter stage of the circuit 
EnvinmmcBt Din. cont . Nominal time 
Still air 
Moving air 
Stillwater 
Moving water 
0.6m W°C"' 
1.6m W"C'' 
6.0m W C ' 
IO.OmW»C"' 
2.63 
l.Is 
70ms 
2Sms 
Table 1: The nominal thermistor properties • supplied by the 
menufecturer 
the manufacturers quoted values. By suddenly immersing the 
thermistors in cold water from room temperature and 
sampling their signal at very high frequencies (eg. lOOOHz) it 
is simple to calculate the 1 - e ' lime constant. The 
thermistors tested so far have time constants of B4 - 117ms, 
before filtering After the signal passed through the anti-
aliasing niter this time constant was increased by between 
14% and 58%. This degradation was possibly brought about 
by the thermistors being partially coated in Epikote resin, but 
it must also be borne in mind that the quoted values were 
determined rather crudely, and are thus nominal. Even so this 
development does not have too serious an effect on the 
quality of the instruments performance, although the design 
criteria assumed a time constant lower than that achieved in 
practise. 
The circuits are mounted on etched printed circuit boards and 
are housed in a 19 inch racked instrumentation case. The 
cable used to connect the probes to this case is sub-mini 
co-axial cable of low conductance and high insulation 
resistance. Extensive decoupling of the circuits has been 
performed to prevent noise conuminalion. This decoupling 
has been mostly performed by connecting a variety of 
capacitors between the operational amplifiers and the power 
rails. These capacitors Tilter out high frequency oscillations 
selectively (see Figure 9). 
4. Digitisation 
The sensors and their circuits are attached to an OPUS 
microcomputer via a MICROLINK I2bitanaloguetodigiul 
converter. The 16 senson are sampled sequentially (but 
exlremely quickly, such that it is effectively simultaneous) 
and then a time interval elapses before the next sample. This 
elapsed time can be varied, but the spar and circuitry have 
been designed on the basis that it should be fixed at 0.1 
seconds. The sampling frequency is then lOHz which implies 
a Nyquist frequency (-3dbcut off frequency) of SHz or less to 
prevent aliasing of high frequency variations into the 
digitised dau'. 
One approach in choosing the sampling and Nyquist 
frequencies is to determine the smallest eddy or turbulence 
scales that the instrument is likely to detect. If this is 
equivalem to the thermistor spacing L and the flow past the 
spar is U then the corresponding eddy time scale is L/U. 
Currently the assumption is that L = 0.2Sm and that U = O.S-
Fig. 9: The complete ercuiis mourned in a rackedcasa 
I.Sms'' giving motions with effective frequencies in the range 
2 - 6Hz. The spar then can be assumed to only need to resolve 
frequencies of around 6Hz or less, and so a Nyquist frequency 
of SHz is not unreasonable. One other approach is to 
examine the time constants of the thermistois. These are 
quoted as being between 70nis and 2J ms depending on the 
speed of the spar through the water. Assuming the slowest 
time constant (70ins) it takes 280ms (four time constanu) for 
the thermistors to respond to 98% of the temperature change 
applied. At the fastest time constant (2Sftis) it ukes 100 ms to 
do the same. Thus a Nyquist frequency between 3.6Hz and 
lOHz is indicated, with the lower value being the more 
conservative. Again SHz is in agreement with this analysis. 
At present the digitisation is restriced to 12 bits, with the 
maximum number of samples allowed per seiuor virtually 
unrestricted. This means that a voltage in the range of 0 -
1.024V is recorded as an integer number in the range 0 - 4096. 
For each sensor this is equivalent to a temperature reading 
which can only be resolved to plus or minus 0.00S°C. 
Digitisation to a 16 bit number (0 - 65536) would greatly 
improve this accuracy, as would a reduction of the dynamic 
temperature range, and these might be future objectives, in 
line with other improvements in noise levels. 
The dau is stored on the microcomputer for analysis at a later 
date, but with provision for a cursory inspenion 
immediately. 
5. Noise levels and strtsor resolution 
The resolution of the instruinent is a measure of the smallest 
change in temperature that it can detect. This is intrinsic to 
the instrument and is a function of the aggregate noise level of 
the various components of which it is composed and any 
externally generated noise to which it might be exposed. For 
most purposes it is safe to assume that the resolution is at the 
total noise level, as most real signals from the environment 
will swamp this noise. Noise in the instrument comes from 
many sources. These sources were carefully considered at the 
design suge. and are discussed in the following sections. 
5.1 Noise and resolution determined by digitisaion 
The resolution as determined by the least signiiicam bit of the 
analogue to digital convener is Sm°C. This will prove to be 
the most restricting limitation on the resolution of the 
instrument. 
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S.2 Quantization noiiesptctrum 
There ate at least two theories worth considering here. Some 
authors' propose that the quantization noise is given by 
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At is the sampling interval, the reciprocal of the sampling 
frequency, of the ADC, N is the number of bits involved in 
the conversion and C is the dynamic range of the conversion 
i.e. the maximum-minimum value of the convened quantity. 
This quantization noise calculation is another way of treating 
the 5m=C resolution. So for C = IV. At = O.Is. and N = 
I2bits. • , = IC^V' Hz"'' Assuming that * , is flat in the 
frequency domain and that this domain is 5Hz wide then this 
is equivalent to a noise level of 7.1 X lO'^ V at all frequencies. 
In temperature signal terms this is l.42m°C. 
This analysis is confirmed by a simpler approach' where the 
RMS value of the quantization error (noise) is given as 
0.29AV.lnthis case AV is the value of the converted quantity 
corresponding to the least significant bit of the digitisation. 
This is equivalent to a noise level of 7 X IO''V at all 
frequencies or l.4m°C. 
i.i Johnson noise 
Johnson noise (thermal noise) has a flat frequency spectrum 
and is calculated from': 
• , = 4kTR. 
Ic is the Boltzmann constant 1.38 X !0'"J°K"'. T is the 
temperature in degrees Kelvin, and R. is some dissipating 
resistance. It is noise generated in a resistance by electron 
vibration and energy dissipation as heat. For a l(X>kn 
resistance at IO°C this noise level is • , = 1.6 X IO""V' Hz'. 
Across a bandwidth of SHz this is equivalent to a noise level 
of 0.09^V In the circuitry, which in turn is equivaleM to a 
noise level of 1.8(i°C. The lOOkll was chosen as it is the largest 
resistance represented in the conditioning circuitry and so 
forms an upper limit for noise generated in this way, in the 
post-amplification stage. In the pre-amplification stage a 
resistance of the same size will superimpose the same noise 
level on the smaller bridge signal and will be amplified by a 
factor of about IS. Thus the effeaive noise level will then be 
30^°C. AU the resistances in the circuitry will contribute 
similar, smaller, quantities to the noise leveL 
The amplifiers and other components will abo introduce 
noise but their effect is feft to be similarly negligible, 
especially compared to the interference that is often 
introduced from external sources 
3.4 Excess and ventilation noise 
Excess noise is noise generated in resistois, thermiston and 
IC amplifiers in excess of the Johnson noise. There is no fully 
satisfaaory treatment of this noise and its spectruiiL The 
excess noise is poorly quantified but appears to play a large 
role at low frequencies'. 
• , = ki"f-' 
i is the dc current through the device, k a constant, n'is in the 
range I - 1.3. The same authors have shown that excess noise 
from an operational amplifier can become comparable to 
Johnson noise at frequencies lower than I Hz. and at lO'^ Hz 
can demonstrate a power level lO' times higher than the 
Johnson noise. i.e. the effective noise level at this frequency 
will be ten times higher than the Johnson noise level The 
RMS value of 4>, is thought to be negUgible. due to iu f ~' 
behaviour. 
Ventilation noise is the change in temperature of the 
thermistor due to variable cooling by velocity fluctuations in 
the surrounding fluid. It is possible to examine the 
temperature change in the thermistor in the worst possible 
case of energy being dissipated, but not being conduaed 
away from the device. The change in temperature is 
AT = - e 
P is the dissipation power ( i ). V -voltage across R. R -the 
thermistor resistance and c is the dissipation constant. For V 
= 0.2volts.R= 27kfl(10°O.andc = 6mW°C"(seeTable I) 
we find that AT=0.25m°C. So in this worst possible case the 
noise is limited to an acceptably low level, and the choice of V 
= 0.2volts as a bridge voltage was made in line with this 
theory. 
3.S Noise inpraaise 
The overall noise level and hence the resolution limit of the 
instrument is formed from some kind of aggregate of the 
contributions from all the components, and from external 
sources. The theory presented above, which is really an 
expression of wont fears at the design stage, predicts that the 
noisiest "component" will be the digitisation process. In 
practise noise can emanate from many sources. One source is 
from the break down of the insulation resistance of the 
thermistor assemblies leading to electrical leakages. Early 
results have shown that the spar is slightly noisier in the 
estuary (sea water is a good conductor) than out of it. 
Another source of noise is contamination by electrical 
equipment surrounding the instrument The navigation 
system on RV Catfish has proved this well by introducing 
spurious signals into the data of 8mV magnitude (0.16°0 ! 
By keeping such noise to a minimum it is possible to achieve 
confidence in the data to within Sm°C, or to the level of the 
least significant bit. 
Estimating the level of the overall noise in the instrument is a 
subtle task. The most expedient way thought of so far, is to 
replace one or more of the thermistor assemblies with an 
identical one which houses a high stability resistor. In this 
way one receives a consum signal from those sensors (i.e. a 
constant temperature signal) with fluauations superimposed 
which correspond to noise from the various paru of the 
system. This method has worked well so far, and has allowed 
noise sources, which would otherwise have gone undetected, 
to be identified and isolated. 
6. CaHbraiion 
Calibration has always been and possibly will continue to be a 
major source of problems when developing instruments of 
this kind. Because of the need for consistency between sensors 
the calibration methods have been chosen so that although 
the sensors may not be accurate in determining absolute 
temperature, their accuracy rehuive to each other will be 
optimised. Their fme resolution plays an important role in 
this relative accuracy. The calibration is performed in stages. 
6.1 Calibration ofihecontSiioning circuitry 
The circuits are given as input a fixed resistance 
corresponding to the thermistor manufacturers quoted value 
for 0°C. The output is arranged to be 0 ± 0.0005V. by 
balancing the Wheatstone bridge. This fine tuning is achieved 
by using an accurate digital voltmeter capable of four 
significant figures, or three decimal places in this context. 
This "dummy sensor* rcsisunce is then set to the quoted 
value for 20°C aiul the amplifier gain is set such that the 
circuit outpm is I ± O.OOOSV. In this way the desired linear 
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temperature and circuit output is achieved with l°C = 0.05V. 
It is believed that the worst error incurred in using thb 
method is about 0.1% in any reading, assuming high accuracy 
in the volt-meter. 
This makes erron in temperature readings due to circuit 
calibration systematic and hence more acceptable. Alone 
this would require the thermistors to behave identically, 
according to the mandufacturen quoted standards. In reality 
they do not, so a further calibration is required. 
6.2 IntereaHbration of the seiaon 
If one makes the assumption that all the thenniston behave 
with the same shaped Rr vs. T curve, supplied by the 
manufacturers, but may differ from the ideal by some offset 
temperature, one can bring all the signals imo line by an 
intercalibration. ai a single temperature. By immening the 
instrument in an isothermal fluid one can detect diffetenees in 
the signals and hence allow for them, numerically, when 
analysing subsequent data. Finding a stable isothermal fluid 
large enough to accommodate a 6m spar can be an enormous 
problem. Alan Hall of lOS used the surface waters of Loch 
Ness and the open sea (personal cotmnunicaiion). Some 
success has been found using this method for the spar in the 
Tamar. but better results have been achieved using the model 
ship manoeuvring tank at the Institute of Marine Studies at 
Polytechnic South West. 
It may be desirable to decide which of the sensors is giving the 
best absolute measure of the temperature of the isothermal 
fluid, so that the others can be calibrated against it. and so 
that a correlation can be made with salinity measurements. 
This involves deciding what the temperature is by other 
means. 
It may never be possible to get the spar to measure 
temperature with an accuracy better than 0.1 °C. but every 
sensor will tell the same story and with flne resolution, so that 
thermal struaures and subtle changes will be represented 
weU. 
7. Preliminary data from fleldirittb 
The spar was given its first full trials on the Tamar Estuary on 
22nd February 1989. The vessel used for pushing the 
instrument through the water was RV Catfish of Polytechnic 
South West's Institute of Marine Studies. Axial surveys were 
repeated for sections of the estuary where it was felt a 
significant vertical temperature gradient might exist Tlie 
area examined was near the Tamar suspension bridge at 
Saltash. this being the furthest point up the estuary, near to 
the suspeaed position of the salt intrusion, that it was 
considered safe to go with an experimental spar. After several 
pro bletns with noise contamiiution had been solved the data 
from the spar looked promising. On this occasion two 
constant resistance, or "dummy", sensors were employed as a 
check on system noise. These were both showing variations 
about a constant signal of only S - 10m°C. when the noise 
contamination had been removed. As an exercise, to test the 
reliability of the instrument during motion through the water, 
the spar was pushed all the way from the Tamar bridge to 
Mayflower Marina, recording temperature data 
continuously. 
Figure 10 indicates the area of the exercise and the course 
taken. The dau was collected from all 16 sensors at lOHz in 
ten minute bursts. There were mostly IS - 20 second gaps 
between bursts and on one occasion, near the end of the 
exercise, a three minute gap. This dau then represents a 
nearly continuous record of the estuary temperature 
structure for the lower reaches. There are nine such ten 
minute samples. 
Two typical ten tninute records are presented here in the form 
of raw data plotted as time series for each operational sensor 
(there were two dummies, and two sensors that failed on that 
day) in Figure II and Figure 12. The dau consists of the flrst 
two ten minute samples collected near the Tamar suspension 
bridge at Saltash. This then is twenty minutes (equivalent to 
1800m over ground) of continuous data. Also presented are 
four graphs depicting processed data. Figures l3,I4.1Sand 16 
are plots of isotherms contoured around the raw data. 
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fig. 10: A map showing the area in the Tamar Istuerr where 
the exercise was conducted. The course steered bt "V Catfish 
is indicated. 
Figure II and Figure 12 have time series plotted from the 
bottom, shown in the same order as the sensors occur on the 
spar. Thus the bottom time series is for the sensor at 3.7Sm 
depth and the top series is for that at 0.2Sm depth. The series 
ate offset by a constant amount (0.2S°C) and the scale of the 
graph is indicated on the vertical axis (0 - 4°C). The bottom 
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^f 9. / 7 .* r/ie temperature time series for each operatiorta/ 
sensor, startingat 14:24hours. The vertical BMIS is seaied in 
d'egrees celsiux ar>d the graph shows relative rather than 
absolute variations in temperature. 
Fig 12: The temperature time series for each operational 
sensor, starting at 14:34 hours. The vertical auis is scaled in 
degrees Celsius, and the graph shows relative rather than 
absolute variations in temperature. 
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Fig 13: Isotltarm contours for the first 300 seconds of data collected in the ten minute burst 
staningat 14:24hourx on22ndFabruarf 1989. 
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Fig 14: Isotherm contours for the last 300 seconds of data colleaed in the ten minute burst 
starting at 14:24 hours, on 22ndFeiruarY 1989. 
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Fig. 1S: Isotherm contours for the first 300 seconds of data collected in the ten minute burst 
startingat t4:34hours. on22r>dFebruarf 1989. 
1.2A 
fig. IS: Isotherm contours for the last 300 seconds of data collected in the ten minute burst 
staningat l4:34hours. on22ndfebruan 1989. 
axis indicates time elapsed, in seconds, during that sample 
period. Note the missing series corresponding to "dummy' or 
non-operational senson. The series show relative, rather than 
absolute, variations in temperature. 
The isotherm contour maps are split into tUe pans for each 
ten minute burst of data to try to estabUsh a more natural 
scaling. Figures 13 to 16 represent sections of the water 
column 3.73m deep by 300 seconds long. Using the average 
speed of the boat through the water this can be converted to 
distance. Then each figure is a thermal map representing a 
vertical section of the estuary of dimensions 3.7Sm by 
approximately 4SO111. The contoun are spaced O.OS°C apart, 
and the values of two of the contoun are indicated. It is 
interesting to note how temperature variations in the time 
series translate to venical variations in the isothenm (Le. 
from Figure 11 to Figs. 13 and 14 and from Figure 12 to Figs. 
IS and 16), depending on the size of the vertical temperature 
gradient in which the variations occtir. 
In all of the isotherm contour maps there is a strong vertical 
temperature gradient present at depths ranging from 0.23m 
to 3.7Sm which is undoubtedly the thermoctine signature of 
the salt intrusion. The picture presented by the complete data 
set (not depicted here) is of a strong salt intrusion with a 
thermocline which rises in the seaward direction (always on 
the right in Ibe figures enclosed). The thermodine is not 
always shallowly sloping and horizontal, and disappears 
eventtially near Plymouth Sound, but is omnipresent 
The overall impression gained from the data is that there are 
rich and subtle structures present which may be impossible to 
detect using any other kind of instrument. This seems 
especially true for wave-tike oscillations found on the 
isotherms which form the thermocUne. Future work with the 
spar will examine these features in detail. 
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